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G protein-coupled receptors (GPCRs) which are seven-transmembrane allosteric
machine constitutes largest and diverse family of membrane proteins. GPCR par-
ticipate in activating a diverse range of signaling pathways, in response to ligand
perturbation which ranges from neurotransmitters, hormones to photons. The role
of GPCRs in a wide range of key physiological processes and their ubiquity in mam-
malian genome makes them attractive pharmaceutical targets. Signal transduction in
GPCR occur mainly, via G proteins and leads to a cascade of signaling. In addition
to the orthosteric site, GPCRs also possesses a topographically distinct allosteric site
which contributes to allosteric modulation, i.e long distant ligand binding for activat-
ing G proteins and trigger GDP release. The mechanism that governs allosteric acti-
vation triggering GDP release is yet uncertain. Differential ligands bind to GPCR’s
orthosteric sites and can modulate allosteric signaling. Ligands that increase or de-
crease the GPCR signaling are classified as agonists and antagonists respectively.
Compared to orthosteric ligand allosteric modulator through electrostatic repulsion,
steric hindrance or conformational stability can select subsets of signaling responses.
We in this study are trying to understand the basis of ligand-biased signaling
or functional selectivity that leads to long-distance signaling in a receptor. Using
the information from crystal structures of the receptor, combined with molecular
dynamics simulations, we performed a systematic analysis to identify the basis of
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conformational selectivity for allosteric bias in GPCRs. Our study explores the con-
formational landscape of GPCRs as a function of the activity of the receptor. Nor-
mal modes analysis (NMA) was used to identify low-frequency modes that describe
conformational changes due to large-scale domain motions in the receptor. NMA
characterized changes in correlated motions of residues in the first six global modes
and revealed conformation shift starting from the inactive structure.
We used MD simulations coupled with network analysis to reveal correlated
motion between G-protein Coupling site and ligand binding site. Changes in dynamic
correlated residue motion in allosteric networks reveals the characteristic feature of
receptor activity in GPCRs. Single point mutations studies were aimed to analyze
the changes in the structural scaffold of GPCRs as a result of mutations. Mutational
studies facilitated in determining the basis of functional selectivity and changes in the
allosteric communication as a result of allosteric binding to the receptor. Single point
mutations also revealed residues critical for functional activity of GPCRs. Inter-
residue contact network responsible for biased signaling using microsecond atomic
level simulations reveals differential allosteric modulation. Finally, comparative anal-
ysis using mutual information in the internal coordinates of mutants and wild types
helped to quantify the allosteric modulation and long-range cooperativity between
binding sites in GPCRs.
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G-protein coupled receptor (GPCR) is one of largest and most diverse member
of membrane protein family. They are and are encoded by more than 800 genes in
the human genome [24]. GPCRs in response to signaling molecule like hormones
and neurotransmitters host diversity of cellular response. They are responsible for
signal transduction and play important role in the carrying various physiological
activities ranging from sensory perception, chemo taxis, to neurological responses.
Their involvements in this diverse and important set of responses also make them
largest class of drug targets [24]
1.1 GPCR classification system
Guidelines of International Union of Basic and Clinical Pharmacology classify
GPCRs broadly into four families: class A rhodopsin-like, class B or secretin-like, class
C or metabotropic glutamate like, and frizzled receptors [24]. Rhodopsin-like class
A forms the largest super family and is one the most studied class. Common Class
A GPCR includes rhodopsins, adrenergic receptor and cannabinoid receptors and
1
Figure 1.1: Classification of GPCR
Extremely diverse nature of the superfamily of G-protein-coupled receptors (GPCRs)
have common structural features which include seven helical transmembrane do-
mains and broadly classified into four main families based on pharmacological prop-
erties: class A rhodopsin-like, class B secretin-like, class C metabotropic gluta-
mate/pheromone, and frizzled receptors. (modified from jenabioscience.com)
.
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share regions of residues conserved across the subfamily which include Glu/Asp-Arg-
Tyr (E/DRY) motif on the intracellular side of TM3, along with Asn-Pro-X-X-Tyr
(NPXXY) motif on the intracellular side of TM7 [65]. Within the family cysteine
residue the carboxy terminus is often palmitoylated for attaching the receptor to
membrane. Helix 8 (H8) is α-helix originating at start of the carboxyl terminus is
common in the subfamily. The class B superfamily comprises of secretin receptor,
calcitonin receptor, parathyroid receptor, and the glucagon receptor. Class B super-
family comprises mostly of peptide hormones and large extracellular loops and often
with many well-characterized protein domains like EGF domains [50]. The amino
terminus plays important role in modulating ligand binding and interacts with other
proteins like chaperons, receptor activity modifying proteins (RAMPs) which act as
accessory proteins. Class C receptor is characterized by long amino acid terminal and
majorly constituted by calcium sensing receptor (CASR), eight metabotropic gluta-
mate receptors (GRM), two aminobutyric acid (GABA) receptors. The long amino
termini which can be 600 residue plays major role in ligand recognition. Frizzled
class common include conserved cysteine rich domain mainly include receptors that
participate in Wnt-signalling pathway [44]. When activated receptor in turn lead to
activation of Dishevelled in the cytosol.
These isolation of crystal structures provides enormous amount insights to-
wards structural and functional diversity of receptors . With the advancement in
structural biology coupled with the power of computation to determine the structural
details of receptor is helping to address fundamental question about the topology of
the GPCR fold and its role in towards receptor function and what are the molecular
changes take place in receptor biogenesis? With availability of structures of diverse
GPCRs we are in unique position to understand and comprehensively explore the
structure function relationship of receptor at molecular level.
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1.2 Common structural features of GPCR
Generally, GPCRs consist of seven transmembrane α-helices (7TM) spanning
across the membrane. The transmembrane region composed mainly of hydrophobic
core of amino acids. These TMs are connected by three extracellular loops (EC1-
EC3) and three intracellular loops (IC1-IC3). The extracellular region (EC) plays
crucial role in ligand binding. The intracellular (IC) region is crucial in interaction
with G proteins, β-arrestins and other ligands. Generally receptor also includes cy-
toplasmic H8 and a carboxyl terminus. Carboxy terminus generally provides sites for
palmitoylation. The receptor stabilization in the membrane is achieved through non-
covalent interactions. Non covalent interaction define the GPCRs fold. The GPCRs
fold contains a number of kinks, mostly induced by Pro residues. EC regions is in-
volve in ligand binding and plays important role in receptor activation and undergo
small conformational movement has highest sequence diversity IC region involve in
binding of G-protein and β-arrestin is more conserved in GPCR family and undergo
large conformational movement upon receptor activation.
1.3 Solved structures of GPCR and Reason for
crystallography success
Solving and isolating crystal structure has been a challenge in past two decades.
Since 2007, with advancement of crystallographic method and innovation in protein
engineering method there is exponential increased in solved crystal structure [10].
Current state of art to isolate the GOCR structure include
• creating receptorT4 lysozyme complex [10, 61].
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Figure 1.2: General outline of GPCR structure highlighting seven transmembrane
helices with helix 8 and three extracellular loops and three intracellular loops
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• receptorapocytochrome chimaeras [77]
• co-crystallization with monoclonal antibody fragments from mouse or cameloid [57,
58]
• thermo-stabilizing GPCRs by systematic scanning mutagenesis [84, 20] or using
disulphide bridges [16].
The above method is usually achieved my truncating the flexing IC loop to add the
high affinity ligand that enhance receptor stability. Other refinement approach uses
the use of lipid cubic [8] phase and new detergents [9] has improved the isolation of
crystal more likely. Current use of micro-crystallography [47] helps to obtain higher
resolution diffraction from smaller crystals.
With above described advancements there has been upsurge of crystal struc-
ture since 2007. The recent crystal structure of class A GPCRs solved are mostly
inactive conformation bound to either antagonist that leads to decrease in basal ac-
tivity or receptor bound to neutral inverse agonist [12]. NTSR-1 was isolated with
agonist with increase of basal activity [65]. Few of the class A GPCRs structures
solved in recent times are
1. rhodopsin (bovine rhodopsin [52] and squid rhodopsin [49]
2. β-adrenoceptors and human β-adrenoceptors [10]
3. muscarinic acetylcholine receptors (human and rat muscarinic acetylcholine re-
ceptors [29, 38]
4. Histamine receptor [70] and dopamine receptor [11]
5. a nucleoside-binding GPCR: rat neurotensin receptor (NTSR1), opioid recep-
tors, human adenosine A2A, human CXCR4 chemokine receptor and human
6
Figure 1.3: following chart indicates increasing number of crystal structure in recent
time. ( modified from AJ Venkatakrishnan et al. Nature 494, 185-194 (2013)
protease activated receptor
6. lipid-binding GPCR: human sphingosine-1 phosphate(S1P1) receptor
Although With these successful state of art method in isolating crystal struc-
ture of GPCR there are certain limitation to above recombinant methods.These limi-
tations include removal of post translation modification during isolation, loop trunca-
tions limits understanding of structure-functional mapping of these regions, insertion
of T4-lyzozyme and adding the themostablizing mutant might bias the conformation
ensemble during isolation.
1.4 Ballesteros-Weinstein Numbering
The Ballesteros-Weinstein [3] number is a general numbering system that facil-
itate consistent residue numbering across GPCRs independent of individual sequential
numbers. Ballesteros-Weinstein number scheme works on principle that on multiple
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sequence alignment residues with the same general residue number have equivalent lo-
cations. In our present work we have used Ballesteros-Weinstein scheme where residue
numbers represented in format ’TM.n’, where the ’TM’ denotes the transmembrane
helix number, and the number after the decimal point indicates residue position with
respect to the most conserved residue position in transmembrane helix.
1.5 Molecular Changes during Receptor biogene-
sis
Ligands are the molecules that when bind to receptor regulate the receptor
activity. Ligands bind to the orthosteric site within transmembrane domain which
induces structural change that correspond to functional activity. The diverse ligand
include neurotransmitters, light-sensitive compounds, odors, pheromones, hormones.
Size of ligands range from small molecule to large proteins. Ligand binding mainly
to the extracellular region of the TM region results in small conformational change.
These conformational change further lead to the larger rearrangements in the cy-
toplasmic side of the receptor that further facilitate the binding of G-protein or β-
arrestins. Active state of GPCR is when the receptor couples and stabilizes with
the effector molecule like G-protein. Several studies have been successful in isolating
crystal structure in active and intermediate state. These crystal structures details
to a certain extent provide insight to activation of receptor. Combined with current
biophysical and computational studies details
Few GPCRs have constitutive activity, i.e. activity in the absence of agonist.
The constitutive activity can be equated as an equilibrium of a GPCR population
between receptors in the ground state with no activity (R) and receptors with fully
8
Figure 1.4: Activation State in GPCR.
Agonist binding to receptor lead to the active state R? that enhance the efficacy and
promote signal transduction. Upon binding with inverse agonist there is reduce in
basal activity R’. Inverse agonist though bind to orthosteric site they neither alter
R↔R? equilibrium nor directly modulate signaling.
activated state (R?). Experiment on β-adrenergic has shown that specific sub states
that are sparsely populated in the ligand free receptor subspace are stabilized by
agonist. The agonist or inverse agonist ligands have ability to shift conformation
equilibrium from one active state to other extent of activity. The ligand upon binding
to receptor not only stabilizes the conformation they also induce larger conformational
rearrangement in the intracellular side of transmembrane.
Investigation of conformational changes is often quantified by quantitative
mass spectrometry. It quantifies the chemical response of side chains of individual
amino acid. Multiple ligand specific conformations have been identified in β adrener-
gic receptor by identifying distinct pattern of reactivity towards probe with different
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amino acid [33] which further provides supports that ligand binding induce struc-
ture variability and stabilizes a specific conformation from conformation ensemble.
Hydrogen-deuterium exchange mass spectrometry studies with β2 adrenergic recep-
tor not only confirms the existence of multiple conformation of receptor but also went
ahead to explain the agonist induces more conformational mobility while inverse ag-
onist are more stabilizing than agonist.
Above finding were critical in establishing the multiple conformational states
in GPCR though further studies with crystal structure of agonist bound β-adrenergic
receptor [62, 83, 82] were found to be inactive which suggest stabilizing the fully active
state may not be sufficient by agonist but also depend and the conformation land-
scape for each specific GPCR [81]. GPCR binding with G-protein ,or β-arrestin is in
active state. Computational simulation of receptor ligand complex elucidates, ligands
with differential efficacies modulate free energy landscape differentially. The free en-
ergy landscape of receptor usually shifts the conformation equilibrium depending on
ligands response.
To study the structural and molecular changes in the receptor study can be
further divided into three parts.
• Extracellular Region of the Receptor
• Transmembrane Region of the Receptor
• TM-intracellular Region of the Receptor
1.5.1 Extracellular Region of the Receptor
Extracellular(EC) region is one of active segments during receptor biogenesis[85].
In rhodopsin where activation is induced to 11-cis-retinal to all-trans-retinal by light-
induced isomerization, ECL-2 under go conformational changes [57]. In β2-adrenergic
10
Figure 1.5: Changes in the EC region during receptor activation.
Activation model of β2-adrenergic by agonist(formoterol). Grey helices and white
side chains represent active-state model. Green sticks indicate agonist ligand and
yellow indicates ECL2. modified from Nature463 , 108 − 112 (7January2010 )
.
with agonist, antagonist and neutral ligands ECL-2 and ECl-3 has different confor-
mation of salt bridge lining the ligand-binding pocket in different conformation[6].
Extracellular region act as drug targeting zone by multiple drugs to select specific
substate from conformation ensemble. Its plausibe that drug stabilize distinct con-
formational states of EC hence modulating receptor activity which further lead to
allosteric signaling [79].
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1.5.2 TM Region of the Receptor
Previous studies on rhodopsin, β2-adrenergic[73, 16] and α2A-adrenergic high-
lights common structural rearrangement near the agonist binding site (towards the
extracellular part of TM).These common changes include
1. Structural changes in Pro5.50 induces distortion in TM5.The changes at TM5
are then transmitted to receptor cytoplasmic side
2. TM3 and TM7 are relocated during the receptor biogenesis
3. Binding of agonist lead to translation or rotation of TM5 and TM6. These
rearrangement of TM-TM6 is mainly associated with rotation of near Phe6.44.
This change in translated to relocation of cytoplasmic end of TM6 and this
further assist the binding of G-protein by opening the cleft. [38]
Water molecules also help in facilitating conformation specific contact. Water medi-
ated hydrogen-bonding networks involving transmission switch plays crucial role in
the receptor activation of class A receptors. Although these are common structural
changes, agonist interact differently with receptor to induce these common structural
changes. The extracellular region of TM3,TM5 and TM7 are ”pulled” together when
agonist interact with β2-adrenergic and α2A-adrenergic, in rhodopsin light induced
retinal isomerization increases the volume of binding pocket [16] which helps in re-
arrangement of hydrophobic and aromatic residue in the receptor core these lead to
further changes to the TM3-TM5 and rearrangement of TM5-TM6. The extent of
TM6 movement after structural rearrangement can be upto 14Å.
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1.5.3 TM-intracellular Region of the Receptor
ICL2 and TM3 plays critical role in receptor activation. ICL2 Residues and
cytoplasmic end residues of TM3 interact with downstream signaling effectors like
G-protein after receptor activation [31]. Residues of ICL2 in β2-adrenergic inter-
act with the N terminus of the Gα-subunit highlights role of ICL during receptor
activation [59]. DRY motif Asp3.50 of TM3 forms salt bridge with conserved Arg
in ICL2. Mutation of analogous residue Tyr149ICL−2 in avian b1-AR decreases re-
ceptor stability highlights the role of ICL2 in receptor activation‘[84]. Furthermore
phosphorylation of Tyr141ICL−2 in human b2-AR activates the receptor complex by
promoting binding of G-protein. Studies comparing the α2A-adrenergic-T4lysozyme
chimaera complex with α2A bound to antibody shows distortion of cytoplasmic end
of TM5 and TM6 is primarily achieved in presence of ICL3 and absence of ICL3 fails
to form salt bridge with TM5 and TM6‘ [48].
Computational studies comparing active-state structures of the G-protein bound
to β2-adrenergic and of rhodopsin (metarhodopsin II) bound to a peptide identified
TM consensus formed by movement of TM5 and TM6 residues that interact with with
G-protein [81]. Along with these consensus residues during receptor activation, N ter-
minal end of the G protein interacts with intracellular loop highlighting importance
of ICL2 crucial for receptor biogenesis [48].
1.6 Allosteric Modulation in GPCRS
Conventionally signaling event in GPCRs is when endogenous ligand like G-
protein, β-arrestins binds to orthosteric binding site. Certain ligands instead of bind-
ing to orthosteric binding site binds at distant site and still successfully initiate sig-
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naling pathway, phenomenon termed as allostery and ligand associated with it are
termed as allosteric modulators. Allosteric ligands that can selectively trigger dif-
ferent signaling pathways are often can be drug candidate of high potential. There
are three types of allosteric modulators. (a) Positive allosteric Modulators that binds
to allosteric distinct site and enhance affinity and efficacy of orthosteric agonist. (B)
Negative allosteric Modulators that binds to allosteric distinct site and decrease affin-
ity and efficacy of orthosteric ligands. (C) Silent allosteric Modulators that binds to
allosteric distinct site and have no affinity and efficacy effect on binding of orthosteric
ligands.
Allosteric site are better accessible and can be targeted by drugs better than
orthosteric site. Allosteric ligand with limited cooperativity allows high degree of
titrabilty and modulator can be administered in large doses with lower magnitude of
target toxicity than orthosteric ligands.
Allosteric modulators mediate receptor biogenesis and modulate activity of
allosteric ligands [36, 88]. The phenomenon is known as allosetric agonism. Stud-
ies shows ligand McN-A-343 and AC-42 inhibits binding of N-methylscopolamine to
the M2 and human M1 mAChRs and act as partial agonist in absence of orthosteric
ligand. Allosteric modulation and role of allosteric ligand in modulating activity of or-
thosteric ligand has been shown in past,complete mechanistic understanding of biased
signaling is yet to be deciphered completely. In first structures of β2-adrenergic com-
plexed with arrestin-biased ligands, allosteric ligand have weaker interactions with
TM5 compared with full agonists. Allosteric ligands interact with minor binding
pocket near TM7and involving ECL2 and have role in arrestin-biased signaling [63].
Additionally allosteric ligandreceptor interact with TM7 and activation pathway is
triggered through TM2 or TM7 conserved pathway [17]. Recent experiments with
19F-NMR spectroscopy show that biased ligands when bind to receptor alters the
14
Figure 1.6: Biased Signaling in GPCRs.
Endogenous ligand bind to the GPCR, this induced the conformational change
which result in downstream signaling. Positive allosteric modulators (PAMs)
are allosteric ligands that bind to site distant from orthosteric agonist and en-
hance the affinity(α) and efficacy(β) of orthosteric ligand. Negative allosteric
modulators (PAMs) are allosteric ligands that bind to site distant from or-
thosteric agonist and decrease the affinity(α) and efficacy(β) of orthosteric lig-
and. When allosteric ligand has no effect on the signaling its neutral allosteric
ligand.modifiedfromNatureReviewsDrugDiscovery12 , 630644 (2013 )
.
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local environment and chemical shift was observed of modified Cys at the TM7H8
interface [42]. Resonance energy transfer spectroscopy compared arginine-vasopressin
type 2 receptor complexed with agonist witharginine-vasopressin type 2 receptor com-
plexed with biased agonist reveal that the receptor have different TM6 and TM7-H8
conformation which highlight different receptor activation pathway with agonist and
biased agonist [55].
1.7 Functional Selectivity in GPCR
Existence of several conformational states of GPCR have been established
recently. Pharmacological evidences suggest that GPCRs can adopt multiple confor-
mation that can then lead to differential downstream signaling. The down stream
signaling pathway is dependent upon the type of ligand bound to receptor causing
functional selectivity of ligand and biased signaling. The idea of functional selectivity
is based on ability of receptor to bind with different ligand, activate selective pathways
and then lead to multiple downstream signaling. Studies on β-arrestin suggest apart
from its role in cellular internalization, it can be also signaling protein and select its
own subset of signaling molecule. Thus there exist a differential pathways which are
independent from G protein binding.
Other examples in biased signaling is of serotonin type 2A and 2C receptors.
Studies found out phospholipase C-mediated inositol phosphate (IP) or phospholi-
pase A2-mediated arachidonic acid (AA) release can be regulated by different ligand
binding. Maximal response of biased ligand for each signalling pathways was different
to indicated biased signaling.
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Figure 1.7: Functional selectivity in GPCRs.
GPCRs interact with different G protein families (i.e. Gi/o, Gs, and Gq). Acti-
vated GPCR-G proteins complex result in downstream signaling like adenylyl cyclase
(AC), mitogen-activated protein kinase (MAPK) and phosphatidylinositol 3-kinase
(PI3K) pathways. The downstream signaling pathway leads to signaling cascade like
activation of MAPK and PI3K pathways. The MAPK and PI3K signaling leads to
phosphorylation of extracellular signal-regulated kinases (ERKs) and protein kinase B
(PKB, also . GPCR alternatively can also interact with arrestins to lead independent
signaling pathway other than G protein. figure modified from [25]
.
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1.8 GPCR life cycle
GPCR at cell surface when activate by ligands like hormones, neurotransmit-
ter, nucleotides, light-sensitive compounds, chemokines and growth factors undergo
structural conformational changes which lead to activation of hetrotrimeric guanine-
nucleotide which is enabled by GTP -GDP exchange on α subunit. Thus further
downstream signaling is initiated until G-protein in inactivated by intrinsic GTPase
of the -subunit hydrolyzes the bound GTP to GDP. and inactivates the G protein.
Rapid desensitization of GPCRs is acheived after ligand is in the binding
pocket for long. Phosphorylation of the intracellular residue(mainly serine and thre-
onine residues) of ICL3 and carboxy terminus lead to deactivation [41]. In case of
rhodopsin desensitization is achieved by phosphorylation and is a crucial for regula-
tion of receptor.
The phosphorylation lead to modification of intracellular side of receptor and
which further leads to β-arrestin recruitment and then desensitization and internal-
ization results in blocking the receptors from binding to G-protein [41]. GPCR-
kinases and β-arrestins are recruited as desensitization of GPCRs and removal of
active ligand-GPCRs from the plasma membrane.
The GPCR-kinases(GRK) family constitute seven members that are structural
and sequential homolog of each other. homology (reviewed in (Ferguson, 2001; Penela
et al., 2006)). GRK2 and GRK3 reside are cytosolic but translocate to the membrane
upon activation of GPCR. Activation of GPCRs in mediated by heterotrimeric G pro-
tein β-subunits. GRK5 and GRK6,are located in plasma membrane are constitutively
localized to the plasma membrane. Electrostatic interaction between the carboxyl
terminus of GRK5 and phospholipids at the plasma membrane is step towards phos-
phorylation while in GRK6 palmitoylation is required for membrane association. For
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Figure 1.8: Life Cycle of GPCRs.
Synthesis of GPCRs starts from endoplasmic reticulum (ER). Receptors is trans-
ported from the ER to plasma membrane through via Golgi complex. Agonist stim-
ulation is when GPCRs bind and activate a G protein, results in dissociation leading
downstream signaling pathways. Long exposure to agonist ligands leads to desensi-
tization and internalization of the receptor via phosphorylation and recruitment of
β-arrestin recruit. modified from ( [72])
.
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desensitization β arrestin serves as recruiter and in establishing link between the
receptor and endocytic machinery.β arrestin exist in two sub forms.β-1 and β-2. β-
arrestin participate in recpetor internalization through direct interaction of clathrin
coated complex, namely AP-2 complex [40].
After internalization, receptors traffic to lysosomes for degradation or follow
a recycling route back up to the cell surface [13]. Recent study indicate stimulation
of β-adrenergic receptor by promoting direct association of the carboxy terminus




Activation and Dynamic Networks
in Cannabinoid Receptors
2.1 Abstract
G-protein Coupled Receptors (GPCRs) are the largest and one of most impor-
tant class of membrane protein that serve as drug target for multiple diseases. GPCRs
in response to neurotransmitter and hormones undergo conformational changes result-
ing in activation of complex and initiate signaling which further results in a cellular
response. The ligand binding often regulated biased signaling, which leads to same
receptor preferentially activating different signaling pathways depending on the ligand
bound to the receptor. The basis of theses biases is yet to be completed deciphered.
Brain cannabinoid receptor (CB1) mediates neurological processes in response to
psychoactive compounds like marijuana. CB1 is structurally similar to rhodopsin
class GPCR. Ligand specific CB1 interaction has been used to develop an improved,
yet still incomplete, understanding of the signaling and activation mechanisms of
GPCRs. CB1 can serve as crucial model to study the characteristic dynamics and
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catalytic efficiency of GPCRs. Over the past several years many studies combining
mutation experiments and computational modeling have been employed to explain
the activation mechanism and signaling of GPCRs, yet still much has to be learned
about both the CB1 in particular and GPCRs in general. Our study explored the
conformational landscape of CB1 as a function of activity and catalytic efficiency of
CB1 receptor. Change in correlated motion CB1 residues in lowest frequency vibra-
tional global modes starting from inactive structure highlighted presence of interme-
diate to active structure .Biochemical studies and crystallography method coupled
molecular dynamic simulations have characterized role of TM3 and so called ”molec-
ular switches” in receptor activation. Highly conserved residues D1013.49, R1023.50,
Y1033.51 of TM3 forms the basis of receptor activation . D1013.49 towards the cyto-
plasmic end of GPCRs interacts with ICL2 while R1023.50 interacts with the carbonyl
backbone of G protein. Biochemical evidences indicate interaction of TM3 residues
with the residues of TM4-TM6-TM7 is critical for receptor function. Mutations in
many of the residues of TM3 helix has lead to modulation in receptor activity.
These evidence suggests that the TM3 is critical for the functions of CB1. Ex-
perimental evidences studying the allostery mechanism with differential ligands high-
light biased in allosteric signaling. Molecular dynamic simulation coupled with net-
work analysis reveals different ligands can interact with G-protein coupling site using
different allosteric pathway. Our community network analysis derived from running
molecular dynamic simulation on CB1 reveals allosteric network in CB1.studies on
these network indicate correlated motion G-protein Coupling site and ligand binding
site in CB1. Coupled with previous experimental studies our study which incorpo-
rates normal mode analysis and Molecular dynamic simulation highlights dynamic
allosteric communication pathways and sub networks of residues critical for the pres-
ence of receptor activity in CB1.These sub networks and communication pathway can
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be further crucial to understand allosteric communication pathway in GPCRs.
2.2 Introduction
Cannabinoids(CB1) Receptors[34] responsible for the numerous neurological
responses result of psychoactive ligand like marijuana belongs to class A seven trans-
membrane(TM) G-protein Coupled receptor(GPCR). CB1 when couples with G-
proteins inhibit the activity of adenylyl cyclase and in turn regulate the different ion
channel activity[60] including potassium ion channel[15] and cAMP dependent cal-
cium ion channel[51] .Through different signaling pathways CB1 is involved in multi-
ple diseases including drug addiction,anxiety disorders, chronic pains and obesity.[75]
Recent studies have expanded our understanding of GPCR signaling.Experimental
evidences suggest receptor can adopt different conformations depending upon ligands
bound to it. Differential signaling corresponds to activity of receptor.These ligand
induce different conformation on same receptor can explain functional selectivity or
biased signaling in GPCRs.Study of dynamic information from correlated motion of
residues in GPCRs can further provide detailed picture of allosteric communication
that can further be related to experimental observation
Cannabinoid receptors shows partial constitutive activity -i.e there exist basal
activity independent of agonist binding.Presence of basal activity in a receptor with-
out ligand suggests existence of conformation ensemble of structures in different func-
tional states [66]. Presence of basal activity even in the absence of ligand indicates
the conformational shift in structures due to the active functional domain of receptor.
Binding of agonist of agonist and antagonist triggers the structural changes that cor-
responds to the either increase in signaling (agonist)or decrease in signaling (inverse
agonist).
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The Cannabinoid receptors are distribute mainly in central peripheral nervous
system[34] and displays partial constitutive activity. CB1 is found mainly in brain
and on activation by the marijuana and related psychoactive compounds induces
hypertension,appetite stimulation and anxiety [75]. Cannabinoid Receptors shares
a structural similarity with class- A GPCR[26]. which indicate the activation role
similar to the beta-2 adrenergic receptors and rhodopsin. Lack of current crystal
structures of cannabinoid receptor makes understanding of receptor’s activation and
it coupling to its G-protein challenging .Structural similarities and conservation of
the motif between CB1 and beta-2 adrenergic receptors formed the basis of structural
modeling of CB1. This will provide insight to the activation and role of residues in
functional activity of Cannabinoid receptors .
GPCRs starts with N-terminal of extracellular side of membrane with seven
transmembrane region (TM1 through TM7 )spanning inside the bi-lipid layer with
helix 8 located at C terminal of intracellular region.Transmembrane region are con-
nected with 3 extracellular loops(ECL1 to ECL3) and three intracellular loops(ICL1
to ICL3)[26].
With the advances in protein engineering and novel methods in crystallog-
raphy, high resolution crystal structures of many class A receptors have been iso-
lated.Most of the class-A crystal structures have been in inactive conformation bounded
to ligand that maintains basal activity or reduces it .The class A GPCR structures
of rhodopsin[74],beta adrenergic[57] and muscarinic[38]Haga2012 receptors provide
significant information about the inactive state of GPCR. Bovine rhodopsin,human
beta-2 adrenergic, alpha -2 adrenergic ,rat NTSR1 and M-2 muscarinic receptors
are among fewer crystal structures isolated in active or partial active state. With
fewer known crystal structure in the active state our knowledge about the activa-
tion mechanism is limited.The previous studies simulated active beta-2 adrenergic
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receptor to successfully obtain conformational ensemble representing inactive beta-2
adrenergic receptor in micro timescale simulation from active structure [21].The study
on beta adrenergic receptor obtain three different conformation representing active
,inactive and transition intermediate.Study highlighted significant difference in terms
of structural rearrangement of G-protein binding sites and helix orientation in three
states.Study on muscarinic receptors also captured binding of the antagonist to ex-
tracellular vestibule .Though activation in muscarinic receptor was not detected and
receptor remain inactive and ligand free through out the simulation[38].Above two
mentioned studies highlight the complexity of identifying the GPCR activation even
in the longest simulations and required much more computational resource with no
definitive certainty.
Role of CB1 in diseased state like drug addiction,anxiety ,depression and in
chronic pain is been highlighted in previous studies[75]. Due to lack of crystal struc-
tures and details of the its activation mechanism to couple with its G-protein is still
unclear.The role of correlated motion for allosteric regulating CB1 activity from the
extracellular binding site to G-protein coupling site and the conformational changes
in the receptor upon activity is an open ended question. Our present study aims
to understands the activation mechanism and how allosteric regulation in CB1 is
achieved. Our study also characteristically determine and identify the role of inter-
mediate thermodynamic ensemble during activation . Normal mode analysis (NMA)
is method to analyze collective motion in protein expressed by superimposing some
collective variable. These collective variable is often termed as normal modes and are
obtained as linear combination of atom based coordinates. [28]. On assumption of
system is stabilized in harmonic potential ,normal mode explores the functional mo-
tions of protein[2]. Full atomic molecular dynamic (MD) simulation of CB1 receptor
is performed to identify the role of the functional residues previous reported from
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experimental mutation studies through community network analysis.
In the present study,we used Normal mode analysis (NMA) coupled with corre-
lated motion analysis to explore the origin of conformations transition in cannabinoid
receptor. NMA analysis revealed the correlated motion between allosteric binding site
and G- Protein coupling site revealing allostery in CB1. Role of TM3 as function hub
of CB1 was established by studying correlated motion in thermodynamic ensemble of
CB1.
We identified highly dynamic allosteric network in CB1 and our present study
also explored the functional communities in the network. The functional communities
relates to the community that are formed through highly correlated residue. The
community networks helps in identifying the information transfer in the Cannabinoid
receptor. Community network analysis based on cross correlation motion analysis also
asses the strength of communication between multiple local substructure in protein.
Allosteric signaling in CB1 involved different community network based on ligand
binding to the allosteric binding site.
2.3 Materials and Method
2.3.1 Input Structure and Model Preparation
Due to absence of crystal structure of Cannabinoid receptor was homology
modelled. The sequence alignment was performed using Clustal-Omega[71] to align
the CB1 receptor sequence. MODELLAR[64] was used to homology model CB1.The
structural information from x ray structure of beta-2 adrenergric [37] receptor was in-
corporated.For helical bundle in CB1 ,helical boundaries were assigned by STRIDE.Beta-
2 adrenergic receptor was used to define helical boundaries.Extracellular loops( ECL)
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and intracellular loops (ICL) are integral part of receptor as it stabilizes the helical
region of receptor.Loops were assigned based on the previously published work by
SHIMJY[68, 69]. Modeller was used for building loops for the receptor.Structural
information for loops were also derived from the structural information from beta-2
adrenergic receptor. N-terminus and C-terminus of the receptor were capped with
acetyl group and an N-methyl group respectively.All the other residues were kept in
their ionizable state.in the C-terminal end, helix H8 after Helix H7 upto C300 was
retained.The cannabinoid receptor was inserted into a palmitoyl-oleoyl-phosphatidyl-
choline (POPC) bilayer.Overlapping lipid molecules were removed using the Mem-
brane plugin in VMD[32].Using 0.5 M NaCl the system was ionized and charges were
then neutralized. Solvate plugin was used in VMD [?] the process. Initially for
simulation Cannabinoid Receptor measured nearly 93 x 93 x 90 Å3 and contained
126 Na+, 140 Cl- and 13,167 water molecules, for a total of 67,126atoms.Periodic
boundary condition were applied in the simulations.
2.3.2 Molecular Dynamic Simulation
For Molecular Dynamic simulations NAMD2.9[53] was used.The parameters
set for simulation used was CHARMM32 for protein and POPC lipid,TIP3 model for
water molecule. 12 Å distance cutoff was set for the van der Waals, particle mesh
Ewald summation method was used to compute long-range and and short-range elec-
trostatic interactions [78] with grid point density of 1Å.For calculation of the van
der Waals and electrostatic interactions pair list was set to 13.5 Å. A 2fs integration
time-step was used for all MD simulations,multiple-time-stepping algorithm[53]was
employed with long-range electrostatic interactions and short-range non bonded in-
teractions computed very two time-steps and one- time steps respectively.SHAKE
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[1]algorithm was used to be applied on all hydrogen bonds. For first 0.5 ns with
only lipid allowed to move and all other atom fixed ,lipid tail was minimized for 2000
step with NVT run and at 300K lipid tails were allowed to be melt using conjugated
gradient algorithm .The system was further protein restrained with force constant of
2kcal/molÅ for 1.5 ns protein , with membrane allowed to move with first 0.5 ns ex-
ternal force applied using NPT ensemble at 300 K .Remaining 1 ns protein backbone
was harmonic position restrain at 310 K in NPT run allowing further equilibration
.After the minimization and equilibration production run was performed on system
and simulated at 310 K for 94 ns in NPT ensemble.
2.3.3 Normal Mode Analysis
Normal mode analysis of the Canabinoid receptor was performed using two
step process. Initial protein was minimized in vacuum with initial constrain of 110
kcal/molÅ and relaxed gradually with decrease of 1kcal/molÅ. minimized structure
was used to compute the global modes of protein. Vibran module in CHARMM [7] was
used to compute hessian matrix and the eigen value and cross correlation analysis.The
global normal modes were computed and the modes were shown to converge using
correlation matrix with 50 global modes.The cross correlation matrix was computed
with individual modes and with the superimposition of first six nontrivial modes and
first 44 nontrivial modes .
2.3.4 Generalized Cross-Correlation Analysis
To calculation of the cross-correlations of residues in the CB1 receptor are
calculated based on information between all C-alpha atoms in the receptor using the
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generalized correlation analysis approach.Corman module from CHARMM was used
C(i,j) =





2.3.5 Community Network Analysis
Allosteric network in the CB1 receptor is analyzed by community network
analysis using NetworkView module in VMD [?]. A network graph with each protein
residue represented as node is constructed. Edges are defined in the network by
connecting pairs of nodes.There exist a edge between two nodes when any two heavy
atom are in contact within 4.5 Å for greater than 75% of the simulation time. The
weight of edge is defined by the correlation values of the two nodes wij = -(|logCij|)
. The Girvan-Newman algorithm is used for determine the communities in the the
network.The algorithm divides the protein network into communities of highly intra-
connected but loosely inter-connected nodes. The betweenness or number of shortest
path that cross the edge is calculates and then the modularity score is calculated by
iteratively removing the node of highest betweenness. Critical nodes are present at the
interface of neighboring communities and connect one community to other through
an edge.These edges describe the probability of information transfer and allosteric
communications
2.3.6 Characteristic Path Length Analysis
Allosteric signal transmission in CB1 involves the interaction and commu-
nication of dynamical information within protein.The allosteric binding site of the
receptor initiate the signal which gradually gets transmitted into orthosteric binding
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site. To identify residues that have the largest effect on communication across the
interface, change in characteristic path length is used as metric. Changes in CPL is
calculated by removing all the interlinks from a defined interface to any given residue






CPL is the characteristic path length and is mean distance between all residue
pair in protein network. where Dij between i
th and jth node equals to the summation
of edge weights between the consecutive nodes (a,b) along the path: Dij =
∑
a,bwa,b
2.3.7 Modifications Alter the Network
Mutation of the functional residues contributes to the reduce in the signaling
of the receptor.Role of functional residues on the activity of the receptor and the
community network is assessed. Edges between functional residues and any residue
on the receptor in the network was weakened to modify the network. network analysis
computationally without carrying any MD. The community organization was assessed
and the change in the characteristic path length was analyzed.The The contribution
of a residue k in communication within the network is analyzed by recalculating the
CPL after removing residue k or its connecting contacts. Role of the robustness of
the community was assessed by removing the residue and quantifying the change in
the community structure through community repartition difference.
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2.4 Result and Discussion
Starting from modeled inactive structure of Cannabinoid Receptor from beta-
2 adrenergic receptor (PDB code : 2RH1) we examined vibrational frequency global
mode to understand the conformational shift among its various conformation state.
Our results indicate the lowest frequency vibrational mode contributes the most to
the change in conformational changes and correlated motion in a protein is linear
combination of the first six vibrational modes. Past studies also support our study
as it has shown that the low-frequency modes describing the large-scale motions of a
protein and can be related to fundamental biological characteristics and low frequency
modes overlap with protein conformational change in real world.
2.4.1 Changes in TM3 correlation reveals its functional role
in receptor biogenesis.
The role of TM3 as functional hub and structural hub in GPCRs have been
previously established[81]. The interaction of TM3 with TM5 ,TM6 and TM7 have
been critical in receptor activation[81, 61]. The receptor activation leads to common
structural changes in transmembrane regions.Small structural distortion in TM5 in-
duced by local structural changes in Pro5.50; TM3 helix and TM7 helix relocation,
translation of TM5 and rotation of TM1/TM5/TM6 are few events characteristic of
receptor activation and receptor ligand interaction. The changes in interaction of
residues of TM3-TM6-TM7 is required for receptor biogenesis.
We analyzed changes in correlation motion of TM3 with TM5 ,TM6 in low
frequency modes to identify the biogenesis of receptor activation. On mapping inter-
action of residues of TM3 with TM6 residues we identified the residues with changes
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(greater than 0.8) in correlation of residues(Fig. 2.1). Significant changes in corre-
lation seems to provide insight towards biogenesis and allosteric modulation of CB1.
Our current findings Fig. 2.1C suggest change in the interaction of TM3-TM6 mainly
involves F773.25 G823.30 G833.31 and I2426.46(with all three above mentioned residues),
G2456.49(with F773.25 and G833.31), P2466.50(with G833.31) as shown in Fig. 2.1C.
The changes in interaction of TM3 and TM5 with respect to correlated motion in low
frequency modes are mapped to identify conformational transition as these contacts
are critical for receptor biogenesis Fig. 2.1B.
Our studies with normal mode analysis on CB1 highlights the interaction
involving L1755.51 ,L1745.50 ,and 5.58 with G833.31 and interaction of Y1825.58 and
M1835.59 with multiple TM3 contacts Fig. 2.1B. On mapping interaction of TM3-
TM4, residues L1404.61 P1394.6 C1264.47 were involved in change in multiple interac-
tion mostly with the middle portion TM3 residues highlighting TM3 as functional
hub of receptor(Fig. 2.1A). These local interaction are translated into larger helical
movement and are likely responsible for allosteric signaling and receptor activation
pathway of the receptor.
Past studies on family of GPCRs indicate the relocation of TM7 and TM3
after activation. The residues of TM2/TM3/TM7 forms minor binding pocket. We
mapped how the changes in correlation of TM3 and TM7 have induced the the changes
in the residues of minor binding pocket as mentioned above is critical for the acti-
vation. Previous studies on CB1 employing Alanine mutagenesis highlighted L813.29,
T853.33, F2677.35 might be ligand contact resides. Significant changes(greater than
0.80) in interaction of G833.31 with V2807.48, N2817.49, I2837.51,I2847.52, Y2857.53 sim-
ilarly residue F2677.35 was not much affected but nearby residues F2697.37, C2707.38,
S2717.39 were experienced significant change in correlated motion with TM3 residues
indicating there might be the intermediate conformation in first six low frequency
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Figure 2.1: Change in the interaction of TM3 highlights the modes representing
structural variation towards activity
Figure indicates the number of residues in TM3 with standard deviation of correlated
motion in first 6 non trivial mode greater than 0.8 with TM4 TM5 TM6 TM 7.TM3
is functional hub and the its interaction with TM4,TM5,TM6,TM7 is suggested to as
requirement for biogenesis, stability or functionality. of GPCRs. Mapping the change
in correlated motion interaction in these region for first 6 non trivial mode will give
us better understanding to biogenesis of receptor activation. B) The figure highlight
the residues standard deviation of correlated motion of residues in TM4 TM5 TM6
with highest number of changes in interaction with number of residues in TM3.The
ligand binding site and G-protein are shown in red and green respectively. B) Figure
details Role of Molecular Switches in terms of standard deviation in correlated motion
with interacting residues of TM4 TM5 TM6 TM7.Molecular switches in TM6 TM7
are shown in red and green respectively
.
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mode. (Table 2.1, Figure 2.2, Figure 2.1D).
We mapped interaction of the TM3 residues whose correlated motions were sig-
nificantly affected by TM4,TM5 TM6 TM7. We identified correlation motion based
interaction which significantly changed with residues L1404.61, L1384.59 ,P1394.6 in
TM4 , residues M1835.59,Y1845.6 ,I1855.61 in TM5 and A2306.34 in TM6 with multi-
ple contacts (greater than 0.8 ) with TM3 residues. The correlated motion induced
structural change in these six lowest frequency modes with TM5, TM6 residues more
prominent change in interaction with the extracellular side of TM3 and TM4 with cen-
tral side of TM3 helical bundle. These correlated motion changes in six low frequency
modes with change near ligand site and G alpha binding site enabled to observe pres-
ence of multiple conformation starting from initial inactive structure. These local
structural changes close to binding site of receptor are shown to translate resulting
in large helical movement in G-protein coupes receptors. The observed changes near
the ligand binding site and the change in the G-protein binding site in six low fre-
quency modes is also informs about the existence of multiple conformation state and
the distinct signaling in receptors is induced after the binding of ligand. With our
results indicates the first six modes are associated with conformational change in CB1
receptors these ligand induced structural rearrangement in the TM helices of receptor
can be represented by the low frequency global modes.
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Table 2.1: Experimental studies revealed key functional residues of Cannabinoid re-
ceptor that are crucial for receptor function
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2.4.2 Role of Molecular switches in low frequency modes to-
wards structural and functional changes in TM
Molecular switches are the highly conserved residues in GPCRs [46]. Previous
research on activation mechanism of GPCRs highlight the role of molecular switches.
Conformational changes in the receptor requires destabilization of normal arrange-
ment. The molecular switches in TM3 through ionic lock with TM6 stabilizes the
inactive state of receptor. Ionic lock are formed as result of interaction between an
arginine in transmembrane TM3 (R3.50) and a negatively charged residue in TM6
(D/E6.30)[22]. Breaking of ionic lock has been suggest to activate the receptor. In six
low frequency modes we examine the change of interaction with respect to cross cor-
relation to find out the the the molecular switch in the TM3 have significant change
in interactions with TM4, TM6, TM7.
Residues F1254.46, C1264.47, L1274.48, M1284.49 from TM4, residue I2276.31 and
C2436.47 (molecular switch of TM6) from TM6 and residues from TM7 F2697.37,C2707.38,
S2717.39, M2727.40, L2737.41, P2817.5(molecular switch in TM7). Change in interaction
of TM3 molecular switches with TM4 TM6 TM7 highlights the structural rearrange-
ment in these low frequency modes. These changes that suggest as local structural
rearrangements that can lead to partial active or fully active receptor.(See Fig. 2.2)
Past studies indicate the rearrangement of the molecular switch [81] during the re-
ceptor activation. Above mentioned structures change must therefore relate either
structural changes to an initial receptor-ligand complex or to intermediate active
states that has not yet undergone conformational changes which will allow eventually
binding of the hetrotrimeric G protein. Thus, it seems molecular switch facilitate the
receptors not only to reach fully active conformation upon G-protein bind but also
constitute as a common feature of GPCR activation.[22]
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Figure 2.2: Mapping Role of TM3 interaction with TM4-TM5-TM6-TM7s
Role of position in TM3 is indicated to be important for maintaining structure or
function of GPCRs. Large tilt-angle of TM3 contributes largely to this behavior.
The consensus contact network formed by the residues defines GPCR fold. TM3
facilitate contacts with widely diverse pharmacology ligands and have shown to the
form of the ”ligand-binding cradle” [81]. We here map the changes in TM3-TM6-
TM7, TM3-TM4 and TM3-TM5.Above mentioned regions are the residues with the
stronger standard deviation in turn represent the conformational change that occur
in the low frequency motion through mode 7 to 12.
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Figure 2.3: Cross correlation analysis of CB1
Positive Correlated motions (with distance greater than 10 A)are identified between
residues in the TM3 with TM5 and TM6 regions identified interaction zone where
allosteric ligand binds.Regions of intracellular loops are strongly correlated with
residues TM4 in molecular dynamic trajectory. The region here is color-coded dy-
namic map of residues’ cross-correlations. Residue pairs with cross correlation greater
than 0.6 is colored red
.
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2.4.3 Correlation motion between allosteric binding site and
G-Protein coupling site indicates allostery in CB1
Allosteric signaling is one of the important aspect related to activation of
Cannabinoid receptors. Single receptor through structural conformation changes can
be involved in different signaling pathway. Different signaling pathways are initiated
with different allosteric ligand. We used inactive structure to explore the residues in
receptor involved in allosteric signaling.
Transmission of allosteric signal in a receptor should involve coupled motion
between allosteric binding site and G-protein coupling site. The degree of correlation
was measured by cross correlation matrix which recorded the atomic fluctuation over
the length of molecular dynamic simulation. The distant coupling parts are shown
in boxed region in Figure 2.3. Motion of residues in TM3 helices have positive
correlation with the TM5 residues region. The residues from molecular switch of TM3
3.51 and nearby residue 3.52, 3.53, 3.54 is in strong correlated motion with distal end
of TM5 and initial TM6 residues comprising of residues 5.58, 5.59, 5.60, 5.61, 6.28,
6.29. Residue 3.48 from TM3 domain is strongly coupled with the intracellular part of
TM5. The correlated motion between residues helps to indicate the correlated motion
in G-protein binding site. Ligand binding in the allosteric binding site lead to the
movements and results in the shift of the TM3 region. These shift is driven mainly
by rearrangement of conserved hydrophobic cluster and aromatic residues and by
the strong correlation between the molecular switch of TM3 3.51 and nearby residue
3.52, 3.53, 3.54. The strong correlated motion of TM3 with distal end of TM5 and
TM6 residues comprising of residues 5.58, 5.59, 5.60, 5.61, 6.28, 6.29 leads to further
rearrangement at the TM3-TM5 interface, which eventually lead to formation of new
non-covalent contacts at the TM5-TM6 interface.
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Figure 2.4: Dynamic Network of CB1
Dynamic Network in CB1 is highlighted according to community membership calcu-
lated. Community are color coded and the helixes and loops corresponding to the
community are highlighted in the structure. The critical nodes and edges are colored
by red and signifies the communication across communities.
.
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Past studies reveals the the many of the residues in this transmission switch are
highly conserved in class A GPCRs, and are believe to be associated as a common fea-
ture of GPCR activation [16, 17, 57] Based on previous studies on beta-adrenergic re-
ceptors and rhodopsin identified G-protein binding site in class A receptors are mostly
formed with residues near TM3 (3.50, 3.53, 3.54), TM5( 5.61,5.64,5.65), TM6(6.26,
6.29, 6.32, 6.33, 6.36, 6.37, 6.40) [57]. These transmembrane residues form contact
with ligands and the extent of these have shown to correlate with ligand efficacy.
Thus, we conclude these key positions in TM3, TM6 and TM7 not only contribute
ligand specificity but also determine allosteric differential signaling in the receptors.
Other highly positive coupling between distant parts exist between ICL1 and
TM3 residues. Coupling between Residues of TM1 and TM7 and extracellular domain
of TM6 and TM2 indicates the presence of long distance communication between the
distal domains of receptor. Increased correlation motion of extracellular domain of
TM6 and extracellular domain TM5 is observed .Weak correlated coupling (cross cor-
relation>0.6 ) with extracellular domain of TM3 (3.28,3.29,3.30) and ECL2 highlights
receptor is in inactive state and allosteric communication is weak(Fig. 2.3).
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2.4.3.1 Highly Dynamic Allosteric Network in Cannabinoid Receptor
Correlation analysis provided indicated signals of allostery in the inactive re-
ceptor. To completely understand the signal transmission in the receptor further
analysis is required and correlation map can’t complete elucidate allosteric signaling
in receptor. We identified highly dynamic network in CB1 via community network
analysis.
Allosteric signal in a receptor involves transfer of dynamic information with
in a receptor. The dynamic network in CB1 was identified using community network
analysis. The residues in the network represent a node and strength of correlation
between the two nodes defines the edge between them. The edges reduces as the cor-
relation between the two nodes increases. The community network analysis revealed
the receptor to be the highly connected cluster of 14 major communities.Fig. 2.4.
The residues in same communities can constitute from different helical domain of the
protein. The residues in same cluster are shown to be highly correlated. Among
14 communities community number 5 is identified as one of the community which
carry signaling pipeline from extracellular region to the G-protein binding site. The
Community 5 consist of residues from TM3, TM5, TM6. Residue in community 5 are
3.50, 3.53, 3.54 from TM3, 5.61 from TM5 and 6.29, 6.32, 6.33, 6.37,6.40 from TM6
which constitute G-protein binding region for class A receptor.
In Cannabinoid the ligand binding pocket varies with the ligands interact-
ing with the receptor. The ligand binding pocket in cannabinoid receptors has not
been well defined. Binding pockets varies and binding region depends upon the class
of the ligand to the receptor with some partial overlap of residues participating in
the ligand binding. Our community network result highlight the different pathways
are involved with different participating ligands. We assessed the role of functional
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residues involved in the interaction of different allosteric interactions.
These residues that are involved in the communication pipelines from the ex-
tracellular binding region to the G-protein coupling site near TM5 are distinctly
different based on the allosteric ligand interacting with the ligand binding pocket. In
the receptor, the communication of the clusters shows a distinct allosteric communi-
cation pathway by which the the signal propagates from the extracellular domain of
TM3 (3.28,3.29,3.30) and ECL2 to the G-protein coupling site of cluster 5.(Fig 2.5 .
We also observed that in the cannabinoid receptor the contact point 6.40 on TM6,
allosterically communicates with 5.61 and 5.51 on TM5. These interaction have also
been found in the allosteric networks for M2-AcR [46]. The published accelerated MD
simulations reveals two major clusters though which the communication in the mus-
carinic residues were found. These cluster include TM3 and TM5 cluster, and TM6
and TM7 residues cluster. These two allosteric clusters also communicate via 5.61-
6.40,5.51-3.30, similarly in the β − 2adrenergic receptor has been found to allosteric
communicate via 5.61-6.40 and 5.51-3.30. Our analysis also identifies the contact
region of 5.61-6.41,3.40 as connecting bridge that receives the signal from the ligand
binding site and transmit signals to the G-protein coupling site. Thus, our results
is in strong agreement and show similar behavior as with other published simula-
tion studies on Muscarinic and Beta-2 adrenergic receptor. Studies with site-directed
mutagenesis
Above mentioned residues reveal that interaction of 5.61 with TM6 residues
near TM5 is critical for G-protein selectivity and helps to preference for Gi/o over
Gq pathways [42]. Therefore, the dynamic network network involving 5.61 and 6.40
important for the allosteric network of GPCR but also essential for specificity for
G-protein-coupling conformation in Cannabinoid receptor.
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2.4.4 Different Allosteric Interaction involves different Com-
munity network
Cannabinoid receptors interacts with natural as as synthetic ligands. We
examined four allosteric ligand Anandamide (endogenous cannabinoid neurotrans-
mitter), CP55940(synthetic agonist neurotransmitter), SR141716 (synthetic inverse
agonist), WIN55212-2 (synthetic agonist) through the functional residues previously
identified crucial for allosteric activity.
In past functional residues in CB1 were determined using mutagenesis data.
These functional residues play role in either ligand binding,stabilizing the receptor
or in receptor activation. Using the correlation based community network analysis
we identified the communities that participated in the allosteric interaction path-
ways through functional residues of the ligand binding activity. With Community 5
corresponding G protein coupling site we mapped the critical residues require for al-
losteric communication between the ligand binding region and the G-protein binding
community .
Mapping allosteric pipeline in inactive receptor on interaction with Anan-
damide indicates strong community interaction in community 5,10,12. Fig.2.5A in-
dicated the functional residues which are mainly located in TM3 ,TM5 and TM6
interaction mainly through the critical residues that connects and help in exchange
of information in between the communities (Fig.2.5) .
With agonist ligand like CP55940 using available experimental data on func-
tional residues the information is located in community 1,5,6,10,12,14.The interaction
which involve s ECL2 ,ECL2 coupled with the extracellular TM3 interact with bind-
ing site in TM5 ,TM6 and TM7 region Figure 2.5B. With agonist like WIN55212-2
as shown in Figure 2.5C the pathways maps through communities 5,10,12,14.Interac-
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tion of diffract communities indicate the multiple pathways can lead to the allosteric
changes in the receptor. Experimental evidences highlight the role of functional
residues located in TM2 TM3 TM5 and TM6 have played role in binding affinity of
WIN55212-2 in the receptor. The receptor through the functional residues involved
with WIN55212-2 forms the network of communities 5, 10, 12, 13, 14.
Inverse agonist like SR141716 have ECL2 ,TM3,TM5,TM6,TM7 involved with
communities 5 ,6, 9,10,12,14 as seen in Fig. 2.5D. These finding with the help of
network based approach suggest even in the inactive state of receptor there is path
from agonist binding site to the the G-protein binding site. Different ligands have
multiple pathways to communicate between two sites.The use different community
pathway can be identified by using the functional residue that affect agonist and
antagonist binding in the cannabinoid receptors.Our results suggest that different
allosteric interaction can process by different community pathway interactions.(See
Figures 2.5 )
Allosteric Interaction with in ECL2 is a major initiator of allosteric communi-
cation in all four the ligand based community network. Residues of ECL2 communi-
cates with TM3 via 3.29 and 3.32 near the ligand binding pocket site in all the four
ligand based interactions. These interaction of ECL-2 is crucial to the receptor bio-
gensis and allosteric communication and has been conserved in different previously
studied GPCR system including muscarinic and beta-2 adrenergic receptor. In all
the four ligand based allosteric communication the community 5 which is G-protein
coupling site and the community 10 which is ligand binding site is strongly correlated.
The difference in the communication of the two cluster is often lead to ligand binding
specificity. The allosteric communication from ligand binding to the G-protein cou-
pling is often characterized by the breaking of the salt bridge between 7.32 and ECL2
residues in GPCR systems. Also, recent findings by Dror et al.shows that the commu-
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nication between the ligand binding site and G-protein coupling site involves common
set of features ranging from rearrangement of TM3/TM5 to outward movement of
TM6 however the extent of these changes are depended on the ligand specificity and
the path of allosteric communication.
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Figure 2.5: Different Allosteric interaction involves different Dynamic Community
Networks
The communities involved in with functional residues in inactive state of recently ho-
mology modeled of CB1 receptor. The labeled residue represents the critical residues
involved in the communication of different community that are regulated differently
based on different ligands in A) Anandamide shows community 10 (magenta), com-
munity 12 (cyan) and community 5 (yellow) are functionally critical. Critical residues
that participate and the helices and loop that involve in the information transfer are
labeled B) CP55940 indicates role of communities: 1(purple) 10(magenta) 12 (cyan)
5(yellow) 6 (green)14(orange).CP55940 completes the information transfer while re-
gion of communities from extracellular region to the communities involving the in-
tracellular regions.(C)WIN55212-2 initiates communications in communities 5 (yel-
low), 10(magenta) ,12(cyan),13 (blue),14 (orange).D)SR141716A involves communi-
ties 9(violet), 10(magenta), 12(cyan), 5 (yellow),6(green),14(orange) for information
transfer through critical labelled critical residues.
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Chapter 3
Identifying Allosteric Signatures in
Muscarinic receptor
3.1 Abstract
G-protein Coupled Receptors(GPCRs) facilitate trigger release of GDP by al-
losteric activation of G-protein.GPCRs correspond to the largest class of membrane
protein with nearly 800 human GPCRs and form largest super family of drug tar-
gets.Given its role in multiple physiological pathways and mediating cellular responses
we explored residues critical for allosteric mechanism of GPCRs.Here we investigated
the evolution of allosteric modulation and biased signaling within the muscarinic fam-
ily of GPCRs.We provide demonstration that allosteric bias in muscarinic receptor is
due to key residues that act as allosteric signatures in receptor conformations. This
might explain and provide a basis for quantifying the allosteric modulation in GPCRs
for stabilizing its particular inactive or active conformation
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3.2 Author Summary
GPCRs is one of the largest family of receptor and play important role in
the cell signaling. GPCR signaling is activated i) directly when G-protein binds to
GPCRs (orthosteric site) 2) indirectly when the ligand binds distant to the orthosteric
binding site (allosteric site) and facilitate the signaling .The differential signaling in
GPCRs has been shown to exist with different ligand interacting with GPCRs. These
communication is mediated via conformation changes and reorganization of contacts
among the residues in receptor. Although orthosteric binding have been potential
drug target G-protein Coupled Receptor (GPCR), ease of targeting allosteric sites in
GPCRS makes allosteric modulation by ligands in these sites interesting candidates
for better receptor selectivity and improved binding affinity. Allosteric Modulation is
known to exist in GPCRs through agonist and antagonist. While there is still wide
uncertainty in path of allosteric communication and how allosteric signals propagate
inside the receptor recent experimental and biophysical studies identified role of ”few
residues” that have contributed significantly towards activity of GPCRs. Our current
work focuses on identifying the allosteric signature in GPCRs. These efforts are to
identify evolution of these communications in Muscarinic receptors and how different
ligands triggers biased signaling allosteric pathways in muscarinic receptors. Our
findings identify correlated motion in receptor conformations, identify allosteric sites
in statistically robust manner which can further enable targeting novel allosteric sites
which are of biological and therapeutic importance in receptor.
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3.3 Introduction
G-Protein Coupled Receptors (GPCRs) comprise one of the largest families
of the membrane proteins. They are responsible for signal transduction and play
important role in carrying out various physiological activities ranging from sensory
perception, chemo taxis, to neurological responses [57]. Their involvement in this
diverse and important set of responses also makes them the largest class of drug
targets [74]. GPCRs can be characterized structurally by the presence of seven trans-
membrane helices connected by three extracellular and three intracellular loops1.
The well-characterized existence of active, inactive, and partially active conforma-
tional states highlights the functional importance of dynamics associated with these
proteins [26]. Changes in conformation have been observed upon binding of naturally
occurring ligands resulting in a signaling cascade through G-protein or Beta arrestin.
Research into the function of various GPCRs has resulted in astonishing insight re-
garding the complex functional properties of this class of receptor. Only recently,
however, has it become practical to explore the allosteric mechanism in GPCRs.
Allostery in GPCR is achieved through cooperative binding of ligands on al-
losteric site at receptors.These binding induces the ligand-mediated shift in conforma-
tional [12]. These distant binding event further impacts the function and dynamic on
to the distant site of the receptor. Reorganization of non-covalent contacts between
residues of the protein is one of the ways for allosteric interaction in proteins [59].
Experiment characterization of allosteric site in proteins are often involves
mutational studies to identify the functional change and thermodynamic characteri-
zation of protein before and after the mutation. Approaches like Statistical Couple
Analysis uses mutated pairs of protein residues from multiple sequence alignment to
identify the coupling between protein sites [76]. Allosteric sites prediction using this
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method though has been widely use but require large multiple sequence alignment
and predicted site in a protein might not be relevant in the alignment. These methods
have provide detailed insights towards understanding of dynamic processes and exis-
tence of multiple conformation of the receptor as well as there is complex equilibrium
between the receptor conformational ensembles.
Molecular Dynamics(MD) approach to study the thermodynamic ensemble of
structures and using cross correlation analysis has been successfully adopted in the
past. These studies aim to understand the allosteric signal and approximate extent
of functional changes driven by ligand induced structure changes provide insight to
allosteric interactions. Molecular dynamic simulations studies on β2-AR identified the
loosely coupled allosteric network. Studies on these allosteric network reveal small
perturbations near the ligand-binding site leads to significant change in conforma-
tional at the intracellular G-protein-binding site [81]. Molecular dynamic studies also
provide insights into intermediate states of receptor which are and could be difficult
to isolate and experimentally [22] exploration. MD approach coupled with computa-
tional studies have explored ligand interactions with receptor. These studies reveal
ligand interact with different efficacies with receptor and differential modulation of
free-energy landscape of the receptor by ligand [80]. Other Computational approach
to identify allosteric interactions and participating residues is analyzing the generated
ensemble using principal component analysis to understand the collective motion of
allosteric sites to reveal the correlation between role of allosteric sites and how mod-
ified confirmation induce functional response in GPCR. [86]. Principal component
analysis gives set of eigen vectors that represents collective movement of selected
atoms along a principal axes. Principal component analysis may be suited to explain
the small-backbone fluctuation but large conformation fluctuation that involves mo-
tion of side chain, motion in flexible loop regions couldn’t be appropriately explained
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by studying principal components.
To study contributions arising from non mutable groups of atoms during the
ligand binding events or to analyze protein residues that participate in ligand bind-
ing process Molecular MechanicsGeneralized Born Surface Area (MM-GBSA) can be
quite helpful. MM/GBSA allows the decomposition of the electrostatic solvation
thus facilitate in detail study of protein ligand interaction at the residue level. This
can further facilitate studying of total interaction energies at residue levels in pro-
tein and will help in understanding the contribution of residues towards allostery in
GPCRs [19].
Our Study also uses mutual information as metric to quantify correlated mo-
tions. Mutual information is quantified by analyzing both backbone and sidechain
torsions angle of residues. In an equilibrium ensemble mutual information approach
aims to identify residues pair having correlated conformations. Configurational en-
tropy metric is further used to identify mechanisms behind cooperative allosteric
binding of ligand and modulator in muscarinic receptor.
Mutinf package uses mutual information approach to identify allosteric net-
works [45]. This approach helps in quantifying correlation between the conformations
of residues located at different sites of protein. Mutinf which is entropy based ap-
proach pioneered by Jacobson lab helps to analyze thermodynamic ensembles of pro-
tein conformers generated using MD simulations. Mutinf employs analyzing internal
coordinated focusing on dihedral angle to identify anharmonic correlated motion in
sidechain rotamers. Dihedral angle is mostly responsible for low frequency motion
and thus help to identify the unique pair residue pairs with correlated structural con-
formation in an ensemble at equilibria. Recent advances in crystallographic methods
with use of T4L receptor complexes, monoclonal fused receptors, and GPCR targeting
nano bodies [57], have resulted in atomically detailed GPCR structures from various
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families. Our understanding regarding the ability of ligands to mediate variable re-
sponses from GPCRs has been greatly augmented through experimental structural
studies on beta-2 adrenergic receptor [59], bovine rhodopsin [73] , and alpha-2 adren-
ergic receptors [20]. Studies on bovine rhodopsin have spectroscopically characterized
multiple distinct conformational and functional intermediates [20]. Beta-2 adrener-
gic and alpha-2 adrenergic receptors have experimentally identified mutants that still
retain activity independent of ligand binding. The conformational selectivity of differ-
ent mutants highlights the importance of dynamics and multiple conformational sub
states of GPCRs. Their importance extends to medicinal applications as the degree
of conformational changes in GPCRs has been linked to the efficacy of ligands [24].
Recent crystal structures of muscarinic family receptors, namely M2, in bound
and unbound states, provides the basis for studying the role of the modulator in
allosteric signaling [39]. Muscarinic receptors belong to the acetylcholine class of
receptor as they regulate the release of acetylcholine from prostaglandins recep-
tors [39, 17].For M2 receptors one of the challenge is to identify the residues partici-
pating in the allosteric interaction and identify its contribution in achieving allosteric
signal propagation from extra cellular ligand binding site to the intra cellular G-
protein coupling site. The M2 and M3 receptor structures will help identify allosteric
signatures through a systematic analysis of dynamic properties such as thermody-
namic interaction energies, inter residues contacts, and correlated motion of residues
in two closely related mammalian receptors. A comparative analysis of muscarinic
receptors with known activity to adrenergic receptors will also give a broader under-
standing of class A GPCRs. These approaches will promise better therapeutics by
providing the basis for identifying the drug candidates that target the specific GPCR
conformational state associated with the disease state.
Despite the evidence of multiple conformational states and their role in ligand
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Figure 3.1: Structural information about muscarinic receptors with various ligands
in bounded states is available ,which is further used in our study.We have used M-2
muscarinic receptor in apo form ,agonist bounded and orthosteric ligand bounded
with allosteric modulator (PDB id: 4MQT)
efficacy, the evolution of allosteric bias and how that bias propagates in the system is
still unclear. Past studies on identifying the characteristic features of ligand binding
that are common in a family of GPCRs has been very informative, but limited to
static crystal structures. In this present study we have applied MD to simulate
the M2 receptor and studied changes to allosteric in presence of allosteric ligand
and modulator and in absence of allosteric ligand and modulator. Cross correlation
analysis was used to observe the cross correlation residue motion and information
flow in the receptor. Our study also quantified correlation between allosteric site
in thermodynamic ensemble in GPCRs and identified clusters of correlated residues
that are crucial for allostery in GPCRs by studying changes in configuration entropy
between the side chain and torsion angles of residue pair. Our study reveals evolution
of allostery in GPCRs and presence of modulator or ligand differential set of residues
trigger information flow in GPCRs.
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3.4 Materials and Methods
3.4.1 System Setup.
X-ray crystal structure of M2 bounded to iperoxo and allosteric modulator
LY2119620 that was solved at 3.7 resolution (PDB: 4MQT) was used for carrying
out simulations. The ”G-protein mimetic” nano-body Nb9-8 that was fused into the
receptor to replace intracellular loop 3 (ICL3) to assist crystallizing was omitted from
all simulations. Previous findings suggest that removal of the bulk of ICL3 does not
appear to affect GPCR function. Chain termini of receptor were capped with neu-
tral groups. Disulphide bonds (Cys963.25-Cys176ECL2 and Cys4136.61-Cys4167.29)
initially resolved in the crystal structure of were maintained in the carrying out the
simulations.
The muscarinic receptor was inserted into a palmitoyl-oleoyl-phosphatidyl-
choline (POPC) bilayer. Lipid molecules which were overlapping were removed using
the Membrane plugin in VMD. The charges in the system were neutralized at 0.15
M KCl using the Solvate plugin in VMD. Initial Box size 95Å X 95 Å x 105 Å
.Simulation was performed using CHARMM36 force field parameters.73 K+ ,83 Cl-,
230 lipid molecule.Periodic boundary conditions were applied to the system during
the simulations. Modulator LY2119620 was removed from the starting structure for
the second system without modulator. QNB ligand was removed from X-ray crystal
structure of QNB-M2 complex (PDB: 3UON) that was solved at 3Å resolution to
obtain apo state of muscarinic receptor for simulation.
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3.4.2 Simulation Details.
Molecular dynamics (MD) simulations were performed using NAMD2.9(12).
The CHARMM36 parameter set with CMAP terms was used for the protein,POPC.
TIP3P model was used for the water molecules. Force field parameters of iper-
oxo,LYS2119620 that was obtained using ParamChem web server. 12 distance cutoff
was set for the van der Waals. particle-mesh Ewald summation method using a grid
point density of 1Å was used for calculating long-range electrostatic interactions.
A 2fs integration time-step was used for all MD simulations. Multiple-time-stepping
method was used and bonded and short-range non-bonded interactions was computed
at every time-step while long-range electrostatic interactions was calculated at every
two time-steps [54]. The SHAKE algorithm was applied to all hydrogen-containing
bonds. Molecular dynamic simulations was started with equilibration of the system
in NAMD. Equilibration was performed first. First, all atom fixed the lipid tail was
energy minimized for 2000 steps for 1.0 ns. Melting was NVT run at 310K. Further
equilibration was carried using NPT run at 310K with 10 kcal/mol.2 on Backbone
and 5 kcal/mol.2 on rest of the system for 10ns. Restraints on backbone and rest of
the system was further reduced for equilibration in following ways (i) 5 kcal/mol.2
and 2.5 kcal/mol.2 respectively for 10 ns (ii) 2.5 kcal/mol.2 and 1 kcal/mol.2 respec-
tively for 10ns (iii) 1.0 kcal/mol.2 and 0.5 kcal/mol.2 respectively for 10ns (iv) 0.5
kcal/mol.2 and 0.1 kcal/mol.2 respectively for 10ns (v) 0.01 kcal/mol.2 on for 10ns.
After above minimization and equilibration procedures, equilibrated system was pre-
pared for Anton run. The charmm36 forcefield was used for protein and lipid and
added equilibrated system using VIPARR. The production run were performed on all




Correlation between residues in all three system was analyzed for 4 µs MD
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where ri(t) is the position vector of Cα of ith residue and the time average of the
quantity is in the <.> brackets.
The correlation matrix is generated that characterize the motion of protein
residues.The correlation ranges between -1 to 1. If the residue move in same direction
the motion positive correlated and if they move in opposite direction the motion is
anti correlated.
3.4.4 MM/GBSA
MM/GBSA method was used to calculate the binding affinity between (i)
receptor and ligand (ii) receptor and ligand-modular complex. MM/GBSA was es-
timated using CHARMM. Following equation weere used to estimate binding free
energy.
∆∆Gbinding = ∆Gcomplex −∆Greceptor −∆Gligand+modulator (3.4)
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∆GMM/GBSA =< ∆EV DW > + < ∆EELEC > + < ∆EINT > + < G
polar
solv > + < G
non−polar
SA > −T∆S (3.5)
where ∆EV DW is energy term of sum of Van-der Waals energy, ∆EELEC id sum of
Coulombic energy , ∆EINT reperesnts other energy terms such as bond energy and
angle energy, where no nonbond cutoff was applied to these energy calculations. Gpolarsolv
is solvation energy term calculated through GBSW module in CHARMM. Gnonpolarsolv
is calculated by evaluating the solvent accessible surface area (SASA) with a radius
probe of 1.4. ensemble average of the quantity is in the <.> brackets
Energy term was calculated by the following equation:
∆Gnon−polarSA = γSASA + b (3.6)
where γ is the surface tension term and value 0.00542kcalmol−1Å
−2
and constant b the
value of 0.92 kcal/mol was used The snapshots taken from trajectory at 1 ns and final
free energy was estimated by averaging the values of energy terms of ensemble.Based
on previous studies we assumed that change in entropy upon protein-ligand binding
is significantly small and henceforth was neglected.
3.4.5 Mutual Information Analysis.
Mutual information analysis metric is used as metric to evaluate of long-range
coupling between residues.The evaluation is done by calculating the correlation be-
tween the motions of GPCR protein backbone and side-chain torsion angles.These
calculations are further used to identify allosteric couplings in muscarinic recep-
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p(x,y) represent the joint probability distribution of residues X and Y. p(x) is the
marginal probability distribution function of residue X and p(y) is the marginal prob-
ability distribution function of residue Y. In here X and Y represent one rotameric
state of residue X and Y respectively.
We quantified correlation between residues torsion using McClendon et.al.
mutinf package. Mutual information approach connects between information theory
and thermodynamics and calculates configurational entropies from conformational
ensembles. To calculate configurational entropy, internal coordinates of the system
is used. Second-order terms is derived from entropy expansion (mutual information)
and is further used to determine residue pairs with correlated conformations. The
method uses molecular configurational entropy over torsion angle changes in residues.
The mutual information represents correlations between degrees of freedom. Mutual
Information quantifies amount of information gained by one degree of freedom by
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(3.8)
where indices i and j represents torsions of residue, n is the number of torsions
for residue. We used (φ, ψ, χ1, χ2). The second-order term is sum of the mutual
information of each pair of torsions. The mutual information explains correlated
relationship between degrees of freedom. By help of mutual information we aim
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to quantify the gain of information about one degree of by knowing the another.
Mutual information values in here are in terms of entropy, which is eventually related
to free energy hence the the mutual information in here Equation 4.9 is in units
of kT. [45] Mutual information is a distribution-free analysis method and robust
statistical measure that doesn’t rely on assumption about the sampling data from a
given probability distribution, enables us to understand the changes in conformation.
3.4.6 Allosteric Network based on Mutual Information
Mutual information between the torsion angle of residue was used to study
the allosteric contribution of each residue. We constructed the allosteric network
based on the pair wise correlation between the residues. Cross correlation of torsion
angle in this approach is defined in kT unit. To study major contribution and reduce
noise, our network construction limit the correlation greater than kT. Weighted edge
between two residue is defined in terms of kT and degree of a node is number of
edges passing through each node. In an effort to understand the protein ligand inter-
action and to identify which functional site can alter the conformation or dynamics
of receptor by perturbation hierarchical clustering was used to identify the group of
residues which are critical for correlation between the sites important for receptor
function. Hierarchical clustering of constructed allosteric network was performed us-
ing cytoscape. Euclidean distance metric was used to cluster residues with similar
patterns of correlations with other residues
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3.5 Results and Discussion
3.5.1 Correlation Motion from MD simulation Identifies the
communication between Ligand Binding site and G-
Protein Coupling site
The allosteric signal transmission within the muscarinic receptor complex is
proposed to be coupled motion between residues in active site residues and parts
of receptor that interacts with ligand. Beside local coupling long distant correlated
coupling motion is been identified in the distant part of receptor complex with the
ligand and allosteric modulator.
Correlation of residue motion were identified between G-protein coupling site and
ligand binding site in micro second trajectories of receptor. We used generalized cross-
correlation analysis and compared the apo-receptor with agonist bound receptor with
modulator and with agonist bound receptor without modulator.Figure 3.2 shows
the dynamic cross correlation map of MD simulation for three receptor. In apo
receptor the receptor is in unbounded form and exhibit significantly higher correlation
compared to modulator bound and agonist bound receptor. Higher correlated residue
motion is observed in the TM5,TM6 and TM7 region.
Previous studies highlight the functional importance of TM3 domain and we
too identified the TM3 as functional hub.Correlation of TM3 and intracellular TM5
confirms the communication and its role in receptor activation. Similarly the extra-
cellular region of TM3 domain and TM4 domain is correlated to ECL2 region. By
examining thermodynamic ensemble in the bounded and ligand free form in mus-
carinic receptors, we were able to identify the key allosteric sites and the allosteric
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bias in the muscarinic receptors. In this current study of M2 receptor we identi-
fied allosteric sites to quantify correlation and determine long range allosteric signals
in thermodynamic ensemble. These result will help us to detail the understanding
of long range communication. The ligand bound to receptor increase the allosteric
response and in turn promotes the G-alpha binding to the orthosteric binding site. Al-
losteric modulator (LY2119620) not only enhances the affinity of muscarinic receptor
for iperoxo and can also directly activate the muscarinic receptor.
Residue motions in G-protein-coupling sites and ligand-binding is analyzed
using cross-correlation of Cα residues. This analysis facilitate in understanding long
distance signaling between the G-protein coupling site and ligand binding site. Role
of TM3 has functional hub towards the activity of receptor has been previous estab-
lished. Our results indicate the TM3 also plays critical role in allostery. Our studies
explores the dynamics and long range signaling in three different states (i) apo form
(ii) bounded with a ligand (iii) bounded with ligand and allosteric modulator. The
significant difference in the cross correlation of Cα atom of residues indicates the role
of ligand and modulator towards the long range signaling in receptor.
Cross correlation analysis reveal the role of intracellular residues of TM6 to-
wards the allostery. In agonist bounded complex the residues of TM6 are correlated
to residues of TM5, TM6 and TM7 near the binding pocket(Fig. 3.2b). The change
in correlation can be attributed to the rotation of Trp6.48 leading to cleavage of the
Asp3.32 - Tyr7.43, which leads to allosteric signal. Change in the strength of correla-
tion between the TM6 and binding pocket marks the difference in allosteric signaling
in receptor in ligand-modulator bounded receptor complex and ligand bounded re-
ceptor (Fig. 3.2b,Fig. 3.2c). Our correlation analysis suggest the role of TM1 ,TM5
,TM7 critical for the allostery. Studying Correlation of N terminal end of TM5 with
the TM1 can highlight the signs of allosteric interaction in the receptor. Break-
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ing of π − π clustering between TM1 and TM5 which is maintained in the inactive
state is highlight of the allosteric interaction pipeline.This clustering is facilitated by
Phe5.8, His1.12, Phe2.6 and Phe3.3.Our studies indicate the change in cross correlation
of these residues across all three system as a significant allosteric signature interaction
to identify receptor activity.
Correlation analysis suggests muscarinic receptor has long range signaling
which is triggered by the change in correlation at allosteric binding site leads to
change in interaction at G-protein binding site. The change in the correlation be-
tween TM1 and TM5 residues serves as key step in identifying allostery. Past studies
indicated the disruption of the contact between TM1 and TM5 can be associated
with activation of receptor leading to release of GDP. Studying interaction of these
residues which associate G-protein binding site with allosteric binding site can help in
understanding allosteric pathway. These residue that consistently re-organized upon
receptor binding relate the structural changes in receptor with the allostery. However
these residues from TM3, TM5, TM7 is critical for allostery the role of non conserved
residues can’t be ignored in allosteric interaction. Our correlation study identifies
the residue critical for allosteric interaction but this basic frame work can be further
improved by understanding the ligand binding interface and allosteric pathway can
also vary by different ligand.
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(a) muscarinic apo receptor
(b) muscarinic receptor bound to al-
losteric ligand
(c) muscarinic receptor bound to al-
losteric ligand and modulator
Figure 3.2: Correlation motion between receptor residues are identified in extracellu-
lar ligand binding domain and intracellular G-protein coupling site.
Color coded dynamic map of GPCR residues for (A) unbounded apo receptor (B)
ligand bound receptor without allosteric modulator and (C) ligand and modulator
bound muscarinic receptor. Anti correlation is displayed by white boxes and strong
correlation is displayed by red boxes. Receptor residues of helices TM1 to TM7 are
highlighted by red bars on the left and below
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3.5.2 Mapping structural functional relationship reveal role
of molecular switch towards Allostery.
One of the key changes towards GPCR activation is an outward movement
of the intracellular portion of transmembrane (TM) helices 5 and 6. These outward
movements creates cavity that are large enough to accommodate the carboxyl end of
the G−αsubunit . Previous studies on agonist-bound receptor crystal structure have
revealed agonist bind can also induce these outward movement and facilitate binding
of G-protein alpha subunit. These allosteric binding induces structural changes in the
receptor are often seen in the several active crystal structures GPCRs which have been
crystallized in complex with agonists. The outward displacement at the intracellular
side of TM6 and a rearrangement of TM7 around the NPxxY motif is often used as
characteristic to study receptor activation. Inward movement of the NPxxY motif
in the inner region of TM7 is examined to identify conformational changes in the
receptor. This will further able to demonstrate the allosteric bias in the Muscarinic
receptor.
To understand how allosteric behaviors has changed after the ligand (QNB)
was removed from the 3uon:Inactive receptor and how the allosteric activity differ
in the absence of modulator we plotted RMSD of NPxxY motif in muscarinic recep-
tor v/s TM3-TM6 distance. Change in the structural motif and TM3-TM6 distance
can be related to the activity change. Along with our results we combined the pre
published Anton trajectory on QNB bound system. The TM3-TM6 distance is cal-
culated between the Cα atoms of Arg121 and Thr386 in the cytoplasmic end. Com-
paring conformational sampling of 3uon and currently simulated 3uon-apo indicates
the larger change in the TM3-TM6 distance v/s RMSD (Fig. 3.3A). This preliminary
data indicates the presence of intermediate state in 3uon-apo and more conforma-
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tional sampling might result in conformation corresponding to active structure. No
significant structural changes in TM3-TM6 distance corresponding to NPxY motif
was identified between MQT and MQTw/o allosteric modulators Fig. 3.3B Fig. 3.3C.
This suggest there exist activity in 4MQT receptor even after removal of allosteric
modulator indicating presence of allosteric bias in the receptor .
Figure 3.3: Mapping Structure function relation in muscarinic receptors
Plots for the TM3-TM6 distance v/s RMSD of the NPxxY motif (A) 4µs of unbounded
muscarinic receptor (B) 4µs of bounded muscarinic receptor without allosteric mod-
ulator (C)4µs of bounded muscarinic receptor with modulator and ligand (D) previ-
ously published 16.4µs of QNB-bound M2 receptor
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3.5.3 MM/GBSA interaction energy analysis reveals key
residues responsible for differential Allosteric modula-
tion in receptor.
To identify the key residues responsible for the binding process of allosteric
ligands, the per residue contribution of the receptor to the binding free energy between
ligand and receptor was computed using MM-GBSA decomposition process. The per
residue binding free energy interaction information in muscarinic complex with and
without modulator is shown in Fig. 3.5 and the contributions of key residues for two
complexes is highlighted. The residues at positions 3.30, 3.37, 6.51 and 7.42 forms
the contact with ligand and are near the binding pocket. Residues 5.47, 6.48, 7.42 has
shown to significantly impact as key interaction towards allostery Fig. 3.5. Binding
of allosteric ligands is accompanied by the outward movement of the TM3 and TM6
helices. These binding lead to rearrangement of hydrophobic cluster and aromatic
residue primarily made of the 3.30, 3.37, 6.51 and 7.42, 3.40, 5.51, 6.44 and 6.48.
Similarly, binding of modulator to the receptor-ligand complex lead to the minor
conformation changes due to breaking of the ionic lock which further is responsible
for biased signaling.
Past studies with β-1 adrenergic receptor bounded to arrestin-biased ligands
and G-protein based ligand also shows that modulator have contact with minor biding
pocket (formed by TM7-ECL2 residues) [49]. These residue in minor binding pocket
is also possibly involved in arrestin-biased signaling. These modulator bound receptor
complex structures do not show large conformational changes in the cytoplasmic side
of the receptor but additional modulator driven interaction with TM7 is shown to
drive the biased allostery via conserved activation pathway mainly through TM2 or
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TM7. Modulator binding alters the local environment by inducing chemically shift in
Cys residue at the TM7H8 interface. These binding of biased ligand is further shown
to stabilize conformation of TM6 and TM7/H8 that is distinct from agonist bound
receptor. [83]
Along these lines past studies reveals these residues role in receptor activa-
tion.These residue interactions and conformational changes is critical towards GPCR
biogenesis [81]. These changes of the paired interactions and its role in local con-
formation changes as in allostery is further studied using MM/GBSA per residue
interaction method as it helps in detailing the interaction of the ligand with the re-
ceptor. The binding pocket of the receptor interacts with the ligand directly . These
interaction further promotes the structural changes as seen in the Fig. 3.4 to the struc-
tural G-protein binding site. The binding of ligand is most likely,not only stabilize
the specific conformation of the receptor but also modulate the activity of receptor.
In the case of muscarinic receptor we have seen the presence of the modulator in
the binding cavity is stabilized and have distinct energy distribution. The residue
near the binding pocket have distinctly contributed in ligand binding. In particularly
residues at position 3.30, 3.36, 3.37, 6.48, 6.51 and 7.38 make contacts with ligand
and stabilizes the corresponding state of muscarinic receptor.(Fig. 3.5)
Apart from residues in TM, the resides in ECL-2 plays a critical role in al-
losteric activity of the protein.In absence of the modulator there exist shift in allosteric
activity in terms of energy distribution and showed that the some residues in some
sites displayed different energy between modulator bounded and unbounded state.
Difference between the two state reveal the allosteric sites and residues contributing
to the functional activity of muscarinic receptor. Our study revolves around the as-
sumption that the interaction of ligand with residues in the binding pocket lead to
changes in the interaction energy of residues not near binding pocket but also lead to
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the changes in interaction energy distant to ligand binding site. Mapping these in-
teractions in the modulator-ligand bounded receptor and in ligand bounded receptor
is key feature to identify allosteric bias and allosteric signature in the receptor.
Figure 3.4: MM/GBSA interaction energy contributed by individual residues on
ligand bounded MQT (A) and (B) ligand and modulator bounded ligand, in kcal/mol.
The residues that significantly participate in interaction are highlighted previously
and participating helix are colored here
Figure 3.5: Mapping per residue contribution in MM/GBSA Structure function rela-
tion in muscarinic receptors
Comparison of per-residue energy decomposition for key residues for two systems:
(A) 4µs of ligand bounded muscarinic receptor without allosteric modulator (B)4µs
of ligand bounded muscarinic receptor with modulator
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3.5.4 Mutual Information from MD mapped significant Long-
Range communication
Thermodynamic ensemble of receptor in ligand-modulator bounded, ligand
bounded and in apo state was used to analyze correlation between the residues of
receptor. From MD simulations for each pair of residues, mutual information was
calculated between all pairs of φ, ψ, χ torsion angles of receptors. The mutual
information is depicted in units of kT, due to relationship of mutual information with
entropy which is subsequently connected to binding free energy. The receptor exhibit
significant difference in correlation between it apo receptor form, ligand bounded-
recpetor complex and ligand-modulator complexed receptor.In contrast to bounded
ligand apo receptor indicates increased dynamics in TM3,TM5 and TM7 region.
The Fig. 3.6, Fig. 3.7, Fig. 3.8 indicates the plot of mutual information between
torsions of residue pairs in muscarinic receptor. In contrast to apo-receptor, in ligand
bounded receptor complex we found a small subset of highly correlated residue pairs
and many residues with marginal correlation. The plots indicate the residues which
are in the binding pocket are significantly correlated. Comparing Fig. 3.6, Fig. 3.7,
Fig. 3.8 shows that that apo-receptor have lower MI than ligand bounded state and
in the modulator-ligand bound receptor, and which shows that residue movements
are more uncorrelated in apo form, leading to a more possible conformation state
of the muscarinic receptor. This finding is in agreement with recent studies of M2
receptor which that show that the apo receptor is more dynamic than active state of
Muscarinic receptor[46].
In apo receptor(Fig. 3.6) the residues in the TM3, TM4 region are signif-
icantly correlated with the TM7 region. In the modulator bound receptor com-
plex(Fig. 3.8) residues in ECL2 specifically ARG169 forms significantly correlation
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Figure 3.6: Mutual Information Matrix for apo muscarinic receptor
Figure shows Mutual information between residues’ torsion computed using the
mutinf as detailed in Methods in muscarinic apo receptor. Correlated residues in
simulation are surrounded by blue box depicted significant correlation in all three
systems.
with TM1(ILE38P), TM5(ARG2115.63), TM7(ASN4367.49), H8(LEU4558.58). The
ECL2 loop due to it flexible nature and ability to adopt at multiple conformations is
revealed to be critical for the allosteric activity of muscarinic receptor.
Previous biochemical studies have highlighted mutation of above positions in
the ligand binding pocket not only effect the ligand-binding affinity, but also plays
important role towards conformation selectivity of the receptor. In modulator bound
complex, the intracellular region of complex is strongly correlated to extracellular
sides (Fig. 3.8). One of the reason of these strong correlation can be due the modulator
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Figure 3.7: Mutual Information Matrix for muscarinic receptor bound to ligand
Figure shows Mutual information between residues’ torsion computed using the
mutinf as detailed in Methods in muscarinic receptor bound to ligand. Correlated
residues in simulation are surrounded by blue box depicted significant correlation in
all three systems.
binding in the extracellular side of ECL2 further facilitates association of the G protein
in the intracellular regions and that lead to stabilization of the receptor in active
conformation. In the muscarinic receptor role of ECL2 has been establishes as the
allosteric modulator binding site and in biogenic amine receptor the ECL loops also
form ligand entry and exit domain.
Past studies on microseconds time scale of MD simulations with muscarinic
receptor bound to agonist reveals role of ECL2 (PHE181,
TYR177, ARG169) towards allostery [37]. TRY177, ARG169 is key contact for mod-
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Figure 3.8: Mutual Information Matrix for muscarinic receptor bound to ligand and
modulator
Figure shows Mutual information between residues’ torsion computed using the
mutinf as detailed in Methods in muscarinic receptor bound to ligand and modula-
tor. Correlated residues in simulation are surrounded by blue box depicted significant
correlation in all three systems.
ulating agonist binding in muscarinic receptor [25] and in beta-2 adrenergic recep-
tor and by breaking of the salt bridge between ECL2 residues and TM7 residues,
LYS3057.32 is too found critical towards allostery of GPCRs.
Also, our findings in muscarinic receptor bound to allosteric modulator (Fig. 3.8)
suggests role of ASN4367.49, H8(LEU4558.58 and TM5(ARG2115.63) towards long
range allosteric communication as one of the critical interactions for the receptor ac-
tivation. This is consistent with previous structural studies which suggest the inter-
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action of ASN4367.49 of the NPxxY motif in TM7, the aromatic-aromatic interaction
between Tyr4407.53 of the NPxxY motif in TM 7 with H8(LEU4558.58) critical for
allosteric regulations.
Of the mutual Information between pair of residues in muscarinic receptor our
analysis identified a very small subset of residues is significantly correlated. Using
torsion angles facilitate in examining structural changes and comparing the distribu-
tion of the side chain angle in apo-receptor, ligand bounded and modulator-ligand
bounded receptor. Mutual information between the residue pairs help to quantify the
allosteric changes and contribution of residues toward allostery. Allosteric network
based on the mutual information between the pair of residues indicates long-range
signaling.
Figure 3.9 depict allosteric network of three systems. The residues in three
systems with degree of connection greater than 4 are highlighted in our study. Based
on mutual information correlation between the residues in extracellular loop regions
is significantly high. Increase information flow among the residues of extracellular
loop region indicates great variability of apo receptor crystal structure. Since loops
are partially disordered it indicates it can adopt multiple conformation state in apo
for than in ligand bounded form. The modulator-ligand bound receptor network
highlights the set of residue that forms conserved network from residues of TM4,
TM6, TM7 helix and highlights their role in allostery.
In modulator bounded complex the allosteric network(Fig. 3.9C) primarily
consist of ILE4357.48, TYR4407.53, ASN4367.49, ARG2115.63,
LEU4558.58, Val133ICL2, MET1394.41, MET4568.59, MET1123.41, MET1434.45, ARG169ECL2,
ASN183ECL2, GLN179ECL2, LEU431.52, LYS491.58. In particular in modulator receptor
complex the residues towards extracellular end of TM3 forms conserved disulphide
linkage with extracellular loop(ECL2). These interaction of ECL2 residues lead of
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Figure 3.9: Mutual Information based network in Muscarinic Receptor
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Figure 3.10: Functional region based on Mutual information network in muscarinic re-
ceptor reveal differential region responsible for the allosteric modulation in muscarinic
receptor.
Red circle represent Extracellular region magneta circle represents middle region of
the receptor and green circle represent intracellular region.
relocation of conserved residues near the G-protein coupling site primarily in TM7
ILE4357.48, TYR4407.53, ASN4367.49) and TM8.
Compared to the modulator-agonist bound complex weaker communication
is found in the allosteric bound complex(Fig. 3.9B). Weak interaction in receptor
agonist complex network primary consist of ARG135ICL2, THR136ICL2, PHE164ECL2,
TYR177ECL2, ILE1494.61, ARG3816.29, GLN179ECL2, VAl166ECL2, TYR4407.53, ALA4417.54.
Mutual Information Network reveals that allosteric signaling has a differential path-
way and is based on the type of agonist bound to the allosteric binding site. Analysis
of apo receptor(Fig. 3.9A) reveals prominent role of extracellular loop region for al-
losteric interaction and information flow. Significant correlations between residues in
the extracellular loop region indicates the great variability in the crystal structures of
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the muscarinic receptor. Loops are partially disordered and flexible in most structures
which further indicates it can adopt at least several conformation and hence can play
role in allosteric interaction in the receptor.
Previous biophysical experiments on GPCRS suggest upon agonist binding
lead to receptor stabilization. Agonist binding further facilitate receptor activation
and binding of G-protein coupled receptor [38, 87, 23] and allostery in GPCRs. Our
mutual network based analysis validate these finding and suggest allosteric binding
not only lead to perturbation of residues in binding pocket but also lead to changes in
interaction of residue distant from ligand binding site. These set of residue we term as
”functional sites” participate in significant long-range signaling, resulting into change
in configurational entropy of residues near the G-protein coupling site.
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3.5.5 Hierarchical Clustering identifies Dynamic allosteric
Hot-Spots In Muscarinic Receptor
In an effort to further study the allosteric signatures in muscarinic receptor
and predicting sites, which on perturbation (for e.g. by ligand binding ) has potential
to bring structural changes and functional changes in dynamics of receptor we per-
formed hierarchical clustering. These Sites can be identified by studying the ensem-
ble of residues responsible for correlations between functional regions in the receptor.
Functional hubs represents group of residues whose interaction among themselves is
greater than average number of interaction. Interaction/connection between the two
residues in our allosteric network analysis is measured by the mutual information
between residue pairs and degree is defined as number of connection residue has with
other residues.
We hypothesized in an allosteric network, the clusters of residues correlated
to number of other residues can serve as ”allosteric signatures and could act either as
potential allosteric site or can act as mediators responsible for allosteric modulation
by affecting other sites. Hierarchical clustering provided insights towards finding such
allosteric signatures. Hierarchical clustering analysis were performed a allosteric net-
work based on the matrix of mutual information values between residues. Euclidean
distance metric was used to cluster residues that residues shows similar patterns of
correlations with other residues.
Hierarchical cluster in the receptor with modulator and ligand bound system
show coupling of ligand binding site with the G-protein coupling site indicating the
dynamic clusters. Residues clusters, colored yellow are residues in the flexible loop
between helices ECL2 and N-terminal tail of receptor and a residue in C-terminal
loop of the receptor. Mutual information between two in these torsions is less than
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their self-entropies, ECL2 and flexible regions often have high mutual information
with other residues. This yellow cluster constitutes a functional hubs or hotspot as
it is highly correlated to other residue clusters.(Fig. 3.11c)
Difference in hierarchical cluster between agonist bound and agonist with al-
losteric ligand modulator bound receptor reveals difference in allostery induced by
modulator Fig. 3.11c. In the modulator bound to receptor-agonist complex Fig. 3.11c
reveal set of residue comprising of ILE4357.48, TYR4407.53, ASN4367.49, ARG2115.63,
LEU4558.58, Val133ICL2, MET1394.41, MET4568.59, MET1123.41, MET1434.45,
ARG169ECL2, ASN183ECL2, GLN179ECL2, LEU431.52, LYS491.58 compared to weak
cluster that are elucidated in in receptor agonist complex (Fig. 3.11b) ARG135ICL2,
THR136ICL2, PHE164ECL2, TYR177ECL2, ILE1494.61, ARG3816.29, GLN179ECL2,
VAl166ECL2. Interestingly the similar set of residue cluster were found in apo receptor
(Fig. 3.11a) when we compared the clusters in apo muscarinic receptor to modulator
bound to receptor-agonist complex cluster with weaker configuration entropy.
The hierarchical cluster constitutes residues from TM1-ECL2-TM3-TM4-TM5-
ICL2-TM7-H8. The hierarchical clusters we identified constitutes region of the lig-
and binding site formed from ECL2-TM3 residues connected by the connector region
which is located between the ligand-binding and G-protein-coupling sites and regions
of G-protein binding site TM5-TM6-TM7 residues which also helps in identifying the
path of communication from allosteric binding site to G-protein coupling site and in
turns imparts allosteric bias in modulator bound complex. Furthermore, these residue
cluster can thus be said to be allosteric signatures that can either act as potential
allosteric site in the receptor or can be mediators indirect allosteric modulation in
muscarinic receptors.
The general significance of our results and our previous findings that have ex-
plored allosteric interaction in GPCRs are supported in recent work from Flock et. al
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and by Vadehi and coworkers[23, 4, 5]. They have demonstrated that maintaining the
intracellular and extracellular TM helical contact is critical for information transfer
between ligand-receptor interface contact to the G-protein binding region and per-
turbation of these contacts may lead to the change in the allosteric modulation in
GPCRs. This work supports their finding that the number of key/critical interactions
in maintaining allostery GPCRs may be few than than previously hypothesized.
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(a) Muscarinic Receptor in apo-form
(b) MQT no modulator hierarchical clus-
ter
(c) muscarinic receptor bounded to ligand and
modulator
Figure 3.11: Comparison of hierarchical clusters in Muscarinic Receptors.
3.6 Conclusion
The allosteric pathway of the Muscarinic Receptor has been identified using
MD simulations. Residue motions using cross correlation analysis was used to study
the Ligand(iperoxo) and modulator(LY2119620) binding. We identified allosteric lig-
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ands coupled with modulator, modulates essential structural interactions that are
critical to allostery in receptor. These modulation involve rearrangements of flexi-
ble extracellular loop and aromatic face to face pi-stacking interaction of hydropho-
bic region in the modulator with the hydrophobic interaction of transmembrane 2
residues near allosteric site. Other interaction include ionic interactions of allosteric
site with the modulator that lead to allosteric modulation in residues near the G-
protein coupling site. The residues in the G-protein coupling site that participate
in these allosteric modulation includes residues from the TM5 and the TM6 helices
in muscarinic receptor. The interaction of TM3-TM5-TM6 residues near the agonist
binding site interacts with ligand residues to modulate allostery in the GPCRs. The
entropically driven modulator binding enhances the inter domain motion in TM3-
TM6-TM7. In receptor-ligand complex , residue in the intracellular of the receptor
remains significantly more correlated compared to the extracellular region while in
In the apo-form receptor these cross correlation motions of residues are found to
be significantly much less. These extracellular binding of ligand induced motion in
GPCR which results in protein motions partially promoting the change in molecu-
lar switch is mainly responsible for allosteric transition from inactive state to the
allosterically active receptor . Our finding identified single amino acid residues, such
as Arg169 of ECL2 loop, R2115.63, F4126.6, I4357.48 and K491.58, to play a crucial
part in the allosteric modulation. Biochemical studies revealed the role of ionic in-
teraction involving residues Arg169ECL2 in stabilizing the active state of receptor
complex , polar R2115.63 interact with G-protein coupling site in active state while
F4126.6, I4357.48 assist in G-protein coupling site via non covalent interaction with
the residues in G-protein coupling site. Thus these residues presents itself to be good
candidates for experimental and computational mutation studies. Therefore, our pro-
posed allosteric signatures could provides critical information that can lead to design
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of small molecules which can interact with allosteric ligands and can modulates the
allosteric signal propagation of GPCR.
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Chapter 4
Role of Mutations Towards
Identification of Allosteric Bias in
Muscarinic receptor
4.1 Abstract
Although orthosteric binding have been potential drug target G-protein Cou-
pled Receptor(GPCR), ease of targeting allosteric sites in GPCRS makes allosteric
modulation by ligands in these sites interesting candidates for better receptor selectiv-
ity and improved binding affinity. Allosteric Modulation is known to exist in GPCRs
through agonist and antagonist. While there is still wide uncertainty in path of al-
losteric communication and how allosteric signals propagate inside the receptor recent
studies identified role of ” few residues” that have contributed significantly towards
activity of GPCRs. Our current work focuses on identifying the allosteric signature
in GPCRs. These efforts are to identify evolution of these communications in Mus-
carinic receptors and how different ligands triggers biased signaling allosteric pathways
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in muscarinic receptors. In recent years new insights in muscarinic receptor’s physi-
ology, pharmacology and structure have promising potential towards understanding
of allostery. The advances in muscarinic receptors include the first crystal structural
information of muscarinic receptors in both inactive and active conformations.The
crystal structures however do not outline differences in the biogenesis mechanism of
the mutant receptors compared to the wild type muscarinic receptor, which had been
observed experimentally. These differences in allosteric activation and bias mainly
originate from the dynamic behavior of the mutant receptors. Allosteric bias and
conformational stability of mutants is yet to understood. Allosteric communication
and how the mutations confer thermo-stability in GPCR can open new avenue in drug
design. We have used atomic level molecular dynamic simulations to elucidate the
dynamic behavior of the agonist bound muscarinic receptor as its difficult to identify
these answers by experimental studies. Our results provide an understanding of the
basis of allosteric mechanism in muscarninc receptor. Our analysis indicates muta-
tions that affect the ligand efficacy, but not the binding affinity, forms the part of
allosteric communication pipelines. This further explains the role of these mutation
which are yet to be deciphered.
4.2 Introduction
Muscarinic acetylcholine receptor belongs to G-Protein Coupled Receptors
(GPCRs) family which regulate physiological activities like sensory perception, to
chemo taxis and neurological responses [57, 84]. Structurally GPCR is seven trans-
membrane receptor connected by three intracellular and three extracellular loops.
Allosteric machinery can be define as communication of ligand binding event in the
extracellular (EC) domain to IC domain that further initiate the coupling of effector
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proteins [14]. Existence of multiple conformational states of these receptor have been
established in past studies. These conformation includes active ,inactive and interme-
diate which are stabilized by binding of ligand. Existence of multiple conformation
highlights the functional importance of ligands and how it regulate the dynamics of
associated receptors [39]. Ligands not only plays role in conformation stability of a
receptor structure that is otherwise sparsely populated in conformation subspace but
also select the allosteric communication pathway. Communication pathway when lig-
and binding in the EC domain and how the information is communicated to residues
in the IC domain has not been completely answered and is difficult to get deciphered
from experiments. Allosteric modulation to increase or decreases the activity of or-
thosteric ligand is critical for efficient drug design [37]. Allosteric modulator don’t
interact with orthosteric ligand directly but the affect of activation is communicated
by interacting with residues which communicate the change all the way to intracel-
lular domain. Mapping these ligand-residue interaction and communication pathway
between allosteric binding site to orthosteric binding site will provide insight towards
allosteric bias as well aid in identifying therapeutic agent.
Distance of propagation of activation signaling from the orthosteric site to
the inner region of G-protein binding site of the receptor is nearly 30 Å in class A
GPCRs [58]. Experimental evidence on the activation mechanism of β-2 adrenergic
and rhodopsin has led to suggest that the minor perturbation at agonist binding site
is transmitted to the intracellular interfaces via residue contacts and mutations of the
residues which are not in direct contact of ligand binding site plays role in receptor
activation. Role of the mutant and the residues involved in receptor activation is not
clear. Our analysis used mutual information (MI) on torsion angles and cross correla-
tion analysis of C-α calculated from all-atom molecular-dynamics (MD) simulations
of muscarinic receptor to elucidate the dynamic communication pathway.
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Past computational approaches to map the allosteric modulation and iden-
tify the allosteric networks in proteins include bioinformatics method, normal mode
analysis elastic network models, stress analysis, analysis of contact maps, force distri-
bution analysis, and correlated residue motions. Identifying functional residues using
computational method that involve purely bioinformatics methods, like sequence sim-
ilarity and evolution analysis has limitation as that its unable to distinguish residues
from structural role.
In an effort to understand the fluctuation among the protein residues and to
identify allosteric interactions and participant residue one of the most commonly used
method involves using principal component analysis(PCA). PCA understand the col-
lective motion of allosteric sites to reveal the correlation between role of allosteric sites
and how modified confirmation induce functional response in GPCR. [86]. Principal
component analysis gives set of eigen vectors that represents collective movement of
selected atoms along a principal axes. Principal component analysis may be suited
to explain the small-backbone fluctuation but large conformation fluctuation that in-
volves motion of side chain, motion in flexible loop regions couldn’t be appropriately
explained by studying principal components.
To study contributions arising from non mutable groups of atoms during the
ligand binding events or to analyze protein residues that participate in ligand bind-
ing process Molecular MechanicsGeneralized Born Surface Area (MM-GBSA) can be
quite helpful. MM/GBSA allows the decomposition of the electrostatic solvation
thus facilitate in detail study of protein ligand interaction at the residue level. This
can further facilitate studying of total interaction energies at residue levels in pro-
tein and will help in understanding the contribution of residues towards allostery in
GPCRs [19]
In our present study the mutual information is derived using Mutinf pack-
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age approach to identify allosteric networks [45]. This approach helps in quantifying
correlation between the conformations of residues located at different sites of pro-
tein. Mutinf which is entropy based approach pioneered by Jacobson lab,it helps to
analyze thermodynamic ensembles of protein conformers generated using MD simu-
lations. Internal coordinated focused on dihedral angle is used to identify correlated
motion in side chain rotamers is calculated by mutinf. Dihedral angle plays role for
low frequency motion and in turn allows to help to identify the residue pairs with
correlated structural conformation in an ensemble at equilibria.
Conformational changes is induced when ligand bind to the receptor. These
changes is not limited to the ligand binding site but also throughout the receptor [45].
Based on experimental studies, allostery is triggered by interactions between binding
pocket and ligand, which are mostly then propagated to the interior region near the
G-protein binding site located far away from the ligand binding site. Long distance
coupling forms the basis of allosteric regulation. Biophysical computational studies of
many receptor ligand complex identify the role of complex to undergo conformational
transition that are induced by inter-residue interactions. These inter residue contacts
plays a role in identifying the pathways of signal transduction however mechanism
through which these inter residue contact communicate and conservation of these
communication pathways is yet to be established. Our present study demonstrates
that importance of the residues within the muscarinic receptor that are essential for
information transfer in the receptor.ligand bounded state. Inclusion of dynamic corre-
lation information from receptor ligand complex gives idea to physical communication
network, overall topology of protein network and helps to approximately quantify the
allosteric signal strength that can be further corrobrated by experimental findings.
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Figure 4.1: Allosteric signatures in Muscarinic Receptor.
(A) Expanded view of the allosteric region located in the EC loops of M2, showing the
key allosteric hub residues. (B) Allosteric pockets near the G-protein interface in M2
receptor. The residues that define the G-protein binding site pockets are highlighted.
(C) Allosteric pockets identified in the active conformation of Muscarinic Receptor.
Interacting residues of allosteric binding sites in M2, along with LY2119620 in M2-
AcR is highlighted.
4.3 Methods
4.3.1 Molecular dynamic simulation protocol
Starting from muscarinic receptor crystal structure inactive struncturs bound
to inverse aginist(PDB id: 3uon), active human M2 muscarinic acetylcholine re-
ceptor bound to the agonist iperoxo (PDB id: 4MQS), active human M2 mus-
carinic acetylcholine receptor bound to the agonist iperoxo and allosteric modula-
tor LY2119620(PDB id: 4MQT) was used in this analysis. The muscarinic recep-
tor was inserted into a palmitoyl-oleoyl-phosphatidyl-choline (POPC) bilayer. Lipid
molecules which were overlapping were removed using the Membrane plugin in VMD.
The charges in the system were neutralized at 0.15 M KCl using the Solvate plugin in
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VMD. Initial Box size 95 X 95 x 105 .Simulation was performed using CHARMM36
force field parameters.46 K+ , 58Cl-, 230 lipid molecule.Periodic boundary conditions
were applied to the system during the simulations. Modulator QNB was removed from
the starting structure for the apo system without inverse agonist.
Molecular dynamics (MD) simulations were performed using NAMD2.9(12).
The CHARMM36 parameter set with CMAP terms was used for the protein,POPC.
For the water molecules we used TIP3P. Parameters of iperoxo,LYS2119620 that
was modeled using ParamChem web server. 12 distance cutoff was set for the van
der Waals. particle-mesh Ewald summation method using a grid point density of
1Å was used for calculating long-range electrostatic interactions. A 2fs integration
time-step was used for all MD simulations. Multiple-time-stepping method was used
and bonded and short-range non-bonded interactions was computed at every time-
step while long-range electrostatic interactions was calculated at every two time-
steps [54]. The SHAKE algorithm was applied to all hydrogen-containing bonds. The
SHAKE algorithm was applied to all hydrogen-containing bonds. Molecular dynamic
simulations equilibration was first performed on the system in NAMD. First, all
atom fixed the lipid tail was energy minimized for 2000 steps for 1.0 ns. Melting was
NVT run at 310K. Further equilibration was carried using NPT run at 310K with 10
kcal/mol.2 on Backbone and 5 kcal/mol.2 on rest of the system for 10ns. Restraints
on backbone and rest of the system was further reduced for equilibration in following
ways (i) 5 kcal/mol.2 and 2.5 kcal/mol.2 respectively for 10 ns (ii) 2.5 kcal/mol.2 and 1
kcal/mol.2 respectively for 10ns (iii) 1.0 kcal/mol.2 and 0.5 kcal/mol.2 respectively for
10ns (iv) 0.5 kcal/mol.2 and 0.1 kcal/mol.2 respectively for 10ns (v) 0.01 kcal/mol.2
on for 10ns. After above minimization and equilibration procedures, equilibrated




Correlation between residues in receptor ligand system was analyzed for 200
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where ri(t) is the position vector of Cα of ith residue and the time average of the
quantity is in the <.> brackets. The correlation matrix is generated that characterize
the motion of protein residues.The correlation ranges between -1 to 1. If the residue
move in same direction the motion positive correlated and if they move in opposite
direction the motion is anti correlated.
4.3.3 MM/GBSA
MM/GBSA method was used to calculate the binding affinity between (i)
receptor and ligand (ii) receptor and ligand-modular complex. MM/GBSA was es-
timated using CHARMM. Following equation weere used to estimate binding free
energy.
∆∆Gbinding = ∆Gcomplex −∆Greceptor −∆Gligand+modulator (4.4)
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where ∆EV DW is energy term of sum of Van-der Waals energy
∆Gnon−polarSA = γSASA + b (4.5)
The value of 0.00542kcal/mol/ Å
2
was used for the surface tension γ and the
value of 0.92kcal/mol was used for the constant b. We assume that the change of
entropy upon protein-ligand binding is small and can be neglected, the equation for






The snapshots taken from trajectory at 0.25ns and final free energy was esti-
mated by averaging the values of energy terms of ensemble.
4.3.4 Ligand.Receptor Network
A network is defined in terms of nodes that are connected with edges. Nodes
here means amino acid residues and edges is defined if connecting pairs of nodes are in
contact. Two nonconsecutive nodes are connected in our network if any non hydrogen
heavy atoms is within 4.5Å of each other for at least in 75% analyzed simulation.
Minor changes in network and community distribution was observed when change in
parameters that define network contacts. Nearest neighbors in sequence is ignored
to reduce noise resulting from number of trivial sub optimal paths in the weighted
protein network. The networks was build using information from 200 ns trajectories
of the receptor-ligand complexes. The dynamical proteinligand network is a weighted
network in which edge between nodes i and j is information transfer probability across
the connection and is measured in terms of correlation strength between the two nodes
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:
wij = log(|Cij|) (4.7)
4.3.5 Mutual Information Analysis.
Mutual information analysis metric is used as metric to evaluate of long-range
coupling between residues.The evaluation is done by calculating the correlation be-
tween the motions of GPCR protein backbone and side-chain torsion angles.These
calculations are further used to identify allosteric couplings in muscarinic recep-










p(x,y) represent the joint probability distribution of residues X and Y. p(x) is the
marginal probability distribution function of residue X and p(y) is the marginal prob-
ability distribution function of residue Y. In here X and Y represent one rotameric
state of residue X and Y respectively.
We quantified correlation between residues torsion using McClendon et.al.
mutinf package. Mutual information approach connects between information theory
and thermodynamics and calculates configurational entropies from conformational
ensembles. To calculate configurational entropy, internal coordinates of the system
is used. Second-order terms is derived from entropy expansion (mutual information)
and is further used to determine residue pairs with correlated conformations. The
method uses molecular configurational entropy over torsion angle changes in residues.
The mutual information represents correlations between degrees of freedom. Mutual
Information quantifies amount of information gained by one degree of freedom by
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dφ1dφ2 + ...− ...
(4.9)
where indices i and j represents torsions of residue, n is the number of torsions
for residue. We used (φ, ψ, χ1, χ2). The second-order term is sum of the mutual
information of each pair of torsions. The mutual information explains correlated
relationship between degrees of freedom. By help of mutual information we aim
to quantify the gain of information about one degree of by knowing the another.
Mutual information values in here are in terms of entropy, which is eventually related
to free energy hence the the mutual information in here Equation 4.9 is in units
of kT. [45] Mutual information is a distribution-free analysis method and robust
statistical measure that doesn’t rely on assumption about the sampling data from a
given probability distribution, enables us to understand the changes in conformation.
4.3.6 Allosteric Network based on Mutual Information
Mutual information between the torsion angle of residue was used to study
the allosteric contribution of each residue. We constructed the allosteric network
based on the pair wise correlation between the residues. Cross correlation of torsion
angle in this approach is defined in kT unit. To study major contribution and reduce
noise, our network construction limit the correlation greater than kT. Weighted edge
between two residue is defined in terms of kT and degree of a node is number of
edges passing through each node. In an effort to understand the protein ligand inter-
action and to identify which functional site can alter the conformation or dynamics
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of receptor by perturbation hierarchical clustering was used to identify the group of
residues which are critical for correlation between the sites important for receptor
function. Hierarchical clustering of constructed allosteric network was performed us-
ing cytoscape. Euclidean distance metric was used to cluster residues with similar
patterns of correlations with other residues
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4.3.7 Community Repartition Difference
Mutants of muscarinic receptor and ligand receptor interface of the mutant and
receptor as well for examination of the robustness of the community algorithm, we
used a community repartition difference(CRD). CRD helps to quantify and evaluate
the difference between a reference community partition (c1) of muscarinic receptor
(4MQT) and a new partition (c2) of the same set of nodes of wild type. Partition
measure helps to evaluate difference in community structure among mutant and wild
type. Method is based on algorithm developed by Knox [35] and Rand [56]. The
community repartition difference (CRD) is defined as
CRD(c1, c2) = 1−
∑
ni,nj z(ni, nj, c1)z(ni, nj, c2)∑
ni,nj z(ni, nj, c1)
(4.10)
4.4 Result and Discussion
4.4.0.1 Correlated Motion between the Ligand Binding site and G-Protein
Coupling site reveals differential long distant signaling among
Mutants
Correlation motion among residues were identified between allosteric binding
site and G-protein coupling site. In the receptor bound to the orthosteric agonist
iperoxo and the positive allosteric modulator LY2119620 (2CU), where receptor stays
in active conformation with increased basal activity residue motions. In the wild type
(Figure 4.2a, the intracellular domain of transmembrane regions TM5, TM6 and TM7
is significantly correlated to the extracellular domains of muscarinic receptor. Intra-
cellular domain of TM5 and TM6 is correlated to the TM3 and TM5 respectively.
Significant correlation is identified between extracellular domain of the TM5 and ex-
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tracellular domain of TM6 and TM7. These above mentioned region for the ligand
binding site in the receptor. Past experimental studies determined the ligand binding
pocket for the allosteric ligand is formed mainly residues of TM3,TM5, TM6 and plays
crucial role towards allosteric regulation [39, 81, 5]. Allosteric modulator has been
shown to interact with the extracellular cavity, formed mainly by the TM2, ECL2,
TM7 residues and upon binding increases the basal activity of allosteric ligand.Table
4.1 enlist residues participating in then receptor ligand interaction. These allosteric
induce correlated motion changes near the ligand binding site is further translated
into large TM domain motion [22]. The correlated motion changes between the cy-
toplasmic residues of TM5 and TM3 residues of allosteric binding site indicates the
long range information transfer. The changes in residues of TM5 is transmitted via
helix to the cytoplasmic end rearrangement of TM5. Also, the correlated motion of
TM5-TM6 has linked rotation of TM6 near Phe6.44, results in the relocation of the
cytoplasmic end of TM6 which leads to receptor biogenesis [22].
In the M2 receptor Ser210 plays crucial role in the activation of Gq/11. SER210
lies towards bottom of the TM5 and make contact with carboxy terminal helix of the
Gαs [38]. Past studies reveal SER210 is critical. In receptor activation, G-protein bind
event leads to displacement Ser2105.62 cytoplasmic end of TM5 approximately 4Å.
The SER210Y mutant exhibit significantly higher correlation between the cytoplasmic
end of the TM5 and Tm7 with the ligand binding end of the TM3. The higher
correlation explains the outward movement of the Tm5 helix which is triggered by
the allosteric binding and movement of TM5. SER210Y mutation result in the change
in correlation of the T195ECL2 with Helix H8. T195ECL2 located above the orthosteric
binding site increased the correlation in mutant indicates long distant signaling in the
receptor.(Figure 4.2d)




(c) ASN419D (d) SER210Y
Figure 4.2: Cross correlation of residue motion is identified between residues in the
extracellular region near the G-protein-coupling sites and ligand binding site located
in the intracellular part of the M2 receptor and mutants bounded to allosteric ligand
and modulator.
Figure here is dynamic map of residue pairs cross-correlations that are color coded
based on correlation strength in ligand and modulator bounded muscarinic receptor
and in mutants. Residues in the TM1 to TM7 and helix H8 is shown by red bars on
the top and right. The red box indicates the long range coupling between the ligand
binding site and G-protein binding site.
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correlation with the EC loops and the G-protein-coupling region. These correlation
among residues in wild type indicates the two residues are critical for the that show
allosteric communication. The other residues that involve in long distant communica-
tion are Y3167.43 and S2075.46. Y3167.43. The above mentioned residues is important
for allosteric communication in muscarinic receptor and has shown to interact with the
agonist directly via hydrogen bond with the protonated amine of the ligand while the
residue S2045.43 indirectly modulates the allosteric activity in the active state(Figure
4.2b).
The residue ASN419 is essential for allosteric modulation. Previous studies
on muscarinic acetylcholine Receptors to understand the selectivity of the Allosteric
interactions has revealed ASN419 play important role in the gallamine, an allosteric
modulator binding [27]. ASN4197.32 when mutated to Aspartate has been reported to
have higher affinity towards allosteric ligand than asparagine [27]. Correlation stud-
ies to understand the role of these residues towards allosteric modulation reveals the
distant long range signaling. Compared to wild type, mutant receptor has increased
positive correlation between ECL2 loop residue above the binding site with the in-
tracellular region of TM7. Change in the positive correlation of TYR4307.43 with the
TM2 residues indicates the increase allosetric modulation as flipping of side chain
of Tyr4307.43 from ligand binding cavity to toward TM7TM2 interface. TYR4307.43
plays crucial role in receptor activity as its side chain reorients the lead to displace-
ment of the NPxxY with subsequent modulation in receptor activity.(Figure 4.2c)
Increased correlation of motifs in the intracellular domain of TM5-TM7 and
TM6 also indicates the long range coupling in in AS419D mutant compared to wild
type. However in the mutant, Tyr2065.58 and Tyr4407.53 which exhibit significant cor-
relations in wild type is weakly correlated . This indicates that the weaker correlation
Tyr2065.58 and Tyr4407.53 lead to decrease receptor activity. Relocation of side chains
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of Tyr2065.58 and Tyr4407.53 residue via hydrogen-bonding interaction leads to TM6
tilts [39, 37, 16] lead to the receptor biogensis and receptor activity in wild type re-
ceptor ligand complex. These changes further assist in G-protein binding are distinct
in wild type while mutant exhibit different path towards allosteric modulation.
THR190 plays a crucial role in the acetylcholine binding binding to the recep-
tor.Acetylcholine binding is mainly driven by ionion interaction between the nega-
tively charged aspartate (D103) of TM3 and positively charged amino head group of
muscarinic ligands. Hydrogen binding between the ligand and The THR190 stabilizes
these interaction [30]. THR190A alter binding of agonists reveals 3 fold to 21 fold
decrease in the the binding affinity [30].
Correlation motion study of THR190A reveals the change in correlation near
the binding pocket and in the TM1-TM7 reveals change in the THR1905.52 induce
change in long range signaling in TM1-TM7 and towards the agonist binding site at
TM3-ECL2 regions. Structural changes THR1905.52 seems to change the correlation
of TM5 residue Pro5.50 which induce distortion of TM5 and translation and rotation
of TM5 leading to receptor activity. THR190A mutation leads to decrease in the
correlation of Pro5.50 with TM3 and TM7 residues which further suggesting role of
these residue in decrease in receptor’s ligand binding affinity.(Figure 4.2b)
Ligand Amino Acid Sequence Number Generic Number Segment Interaction Interaction Slug
LY2119620 Y 80 2.61x60 TM2 polar (hydrogen bond) polar donor protein
LY2119620 Y 83 2.64x63 TM2 hydrophobic hyd
iperoxo Y 104 3.33x33 TM3 hydrophobic hyd
LY2119620 Y 177 45.51x51 ECL2 aromatic (face-to-face) aro ff
iperoxo A 194 5.46x461 TM5 hydrophobic hyd
iperoxo W 400 6.48x48 TM6 hydrophobic hyd
iperoxo N 404 6.52x52 TM6 polar (hydrogen bond) polar donor protein
LY2119620 W 422 7.35x34 TM7 aromatic (face-to-face) aro ff
Table 4.1: Ligand Receptor Interaction table
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4.4.1 Dynamic Allosteric Networks in Muscarinic Receptor
A highly dynamic network is revealed in muscarinic GPCR using commu-
nity network analysis. There is significant differences in the network in allosteric
modulator -ligand-bounded muscarinic receptor and in the mutants. The residues
of muscarinic receptor and in mutants are distributed into highly connected clus-
ters(communities) and the cluster do evolves in mutants that suggest allosteric bias
in receptor. The strength between the cluster constituting G-protein-coupling sites
and ligand binding sites changes in mutants. We hypothesized that the mutation
of residues that result in decrease in agonist efficacy upon binding, should help in
stabilizing the active conformation of the receptor, and mutation of residues which
result in increase agonist efficacy should stabilize the inactive conformation state of
muscarinic receptor.The strength between the cluster in the allosteric network will
also change based on the changes in efficacy of receptor.
Although there exist dynamic modulation of the community there exist al-
losteric signature which can be defined as the residue that form common framework
for allosteric information transfer among receptor and mutants. The intracellular
domains of TM3 ,TM5,TM6,TM7 is strongly connected and strong network is identi-
fied which is connected via SER1183.47-Tyr2065.58, Val1063.35-Thr3996.47, Phe1955.47-
Asn4046.52, Thr3996.47-Leu2055.57, Ile3926.40- Tyr4407.53.(Fig. 4.3D) In the ligand-
binding site of the agonist allosteric ligand iperoxo the clusters are strongly connected
via critical residue connecting extracellular domain of TM5,TM6,TM7 to TM3. Ex-
tracellular region of TM6 and TM7 is strongly connects to TM3 strongly through
Val1063.35 which is very near to ligand binding site. Strong information network is
identified between TM6-TM5 via the Asn4026.52 interactions((Fig. 4.3B), mutation
at this point has reported to reduce agonist binding affinity by > 10-fold [30].
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With the mutants in the Muscarinic receptor, there is significant alteration of
the levels of network communication. In the SER210Y the the extracellular domains
of TM3 and ECL2 and the allosteric modulator binding site is strongly connected via
the ILE178E2Tyr178E2 interaction (Fig. 4.3F). Connector region identified in TM3-
TM5, is between the G-protein-coupling sites and ligand binding region [39] exhibit
medium network ILE3926.40-Y4407.53 interaction. However, in the intracellular region
and towards the G-protein coupling site and the inner regions of the TM3, TM5, TM6,
and TM7 is connected weakly to each other (Fig. 4.3H).
In the mutant THR190A which is near to the allosteric binding site extracel-
lular residue of TM3 merges with the ECL2 loops residue critical for ligand bind-
ing.This cluster of extracellular TM3 and ECL2 is very weakly connected to the
extracellular TM6 residues interacting with the allosteric modulator via Y4036.43-
PHE181ECL2(Figure 4.3E). This could possibly explain the decrease in the binding
affinity of mutant towards allosteric modulator. Intracellular region of TM3-TM5-
TM7 is loosely clustered into different community and cross community transfer is
facilitated by residues ILE3896.37, ASN4327.45, ILE4327.43, LEU622.43 as it connects
as it facilitate in binding of G-protein coupled receptor (Figure4.3G).
ASN419 to Aspartate mutations has been reported to have higher affinity
towards allosteric ligand than asparagine [27]. The network analysis of ASN41D
mutant shows it exhibit stronger community interaction in extracellular side of the
receptor, weak allosteric network is identified towards the intracellular near the G-
protein coupling site (Fig.4.3A, Fig.4.3C). Extracellular region of TM3-TM7 that
participate in the ligand interaction and includes residue Y1043.33, W4227.34 is strongly
connected via ASN4327.45 - SER4337.46 PHE1955.47-TRP4006.48 connects the TM5-
TM6 cluster interacting with allosteric modulator responsible for increase activity
allosteric ligand(Fig.4.3A). Towards the intracellular region of ASN419D the moderate
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network strength is found between the TM3-TM5-TM6 regions. The residues near
the G-protein coupling site breaks into separate clusters and contact is essentially
facilitated via Y1223.51-Ile2095.61-SER3806.28(Fig.4.3C).
Mutations on muscarinic receptor leads to the significant repartition in the
community network of mutants. As measured by the community repartition differ-
ence, In ASN419D 40% of the node pairs remain clustered in their previous same
community, while 65% of the node pairs is reorganized into different separate com-
munities. In TH190A 50% of the node pairs remain clustered in their previous same
community, while 50% of the node pairs is reorganized into different separate com-
munities and in SER210 60% of the node pairs remain clustered in their previous
same community, while 40% of the node pairs are further reorganized into different
separate communities.
In THR190A allosteric bind site reconnects with the extracellular loop in same
community while the orthosteric residues in TM5-TM7 binding site in the mainly
Pro1985.50, SER4337.46, THR4337.47, PRO4377.50 which were in the strong same com-
munity C-8 in the wild type now redistribute in C-1 and into newly formed C-10
communities(Fig.4.3E, Fig.4.3G). While in SER210Y multiple TM3 and TM5 and
TM6 residue of the binding site reconfigure in multiple community resulting in the
weaker interaction and differential biased signaling(Fig.4.3F, Fig.4.3H).
In ASN419D 65% of the node pairs reorganizes while 35% of the node pairs
ares in previous same community. Compared to the community distribution in the
wild-type muscarinic network, there is slight variation in community boundaries in
the mutant. Significant changes occur near to community C-5 and community C-
8 and community C-10. In new community C-10 and C-11 contains many strong
contacts that C-10 previously constituted with C-5(TYR4036.51), C-9(ILE2095.61) and
C-8 (TRP4227.34).
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While different Allosteric Interaction involves different Community network
among Mutants and wild-type, allosteric signatures are identified that are critical for
information transfer and allosteric communication in muscarinic receptor and mu-
tants. Allosteric signature constitute
ICL1(LEU54P), TM2(ASN592.40), TM3(TYR1043.33), ECL2(PHE181),
TM6(TRP4006.48, TYR4036.51), TM7(ASN4327.45, TYR4407.53). (Fig. 4.4). Allosteric
signature which can be defined as the residue that form common framework for al-
losteric information transfer among receptor and mutants.
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Figure 4.3: Dynamic network in Muscarinic Receptor
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Figure 4.3 identifies Highly dynamic network is identified in the ligand(iperoxo),
modulator(2CU) bounded muscarinic receptor(M2) through community network anal-
ysis. Extra-cellular views of the allosteric binding site for the mutants (A,E,F) and
the active muscarinic receptor (B) states are depicted, and corresponding view from
intracellular perspective of the ligand-binding site is depicted in C,G,H. Allosteric
network exhibit significant difference between the allosteric bounded form and the
mutants. Particularly, the allosteric network between clusters in the receptor and
mutants are significantly different and weaker in intracellular domains. In network
communities, the receptor states are colored coded using unique index. Critical nodes
are mainly located at the interface of near by neighboring communities is represented
spheres and is marked using residue number. Connecting edges between he nodes are
shown by blue lines and its width is weighted by betweeness. The weighted edge here
represents the probability of information transfer across residue communities.
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Figure 4.4: Allosteric signatures in Muscarinic Receptor.
Allosteric signatures are identified in muscarinic receptor based upon the in-
formation flow between allosteric binding site and G-protein coupling site.The
red surface in GPCR is identified as signature composed of ICL1(LEU54P),
TM2(ASN592.40), TM3(TYR1043.33), ECL2(PHE181), TM6(TRP4006.48,
TYR4036.51), TM7(ASN4327.45, TYR4407.53) These residues connect allosteric
modulator(green) interaction site,allosteric ligand (yellow) binding site to G-protein
binding site(blue)
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4.4.1.1 Per Residue Interaction Energy reveals the Allosteric sites in
Muscarinic Receptor
For the purpose of obtaining the detailed presentation of the receptor/iperoxo
interactions, free energy decomposition analysis was employed to decompose the total
binding free energies into per residue basis. The quantitative information of each
residues contribution is critical in understanding the allostery and information flow
in the receptor.
In order to identify important muscarinic receptor residues that interacted
with allosteric ligand and modulator, we analyzed the interactions between mus-
carinic receptor and modulator for M2R-iperoxo-LYS2110. Among the experimen-
tally reported residues, which are important to agonist binding [39], allosteric ligand
and allosteric modulator interacted strongly with L822.62 , T842.64, W2504.57, A5.47,
Y4036.51, M4066.54, N4106.58, W4227.34. Besides, the interactions between receptor
and ligand.modulator ECL-2 loops residues, S1073.36, N1083.37, Y4267.38. These in-
teractions are consistent with the recently reported agonist bound muscarinic receptor
and agonist and modulator bound muscarinic receptor structure [39], which also sup-
ports our model. These interaction important for the allostery and to investigate
factors besides inter-molecular interactions that are involved in conferring specificity
we binding free energy to explore which residues make a significant inter molecular
contribution towards differential binding. Our observation as expected in general,
reveals mutations of residues near the active site residues are highly unfavorable with
all four mutants there is reduce in the binding free energy with the ligand. Though
there is the reduce in the binding free energy but per residues energy decomposition
reveal that residues identified as critical in wild type muscarinic, also in mutant have
significant more contribution towards allostery than other residues.
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(a) 3uon (b) ASN419D
(c) THR190AA (d) SER210Y
Figure 4.5: Comparison of decomposition of the binding free energies on a per-residue
basis for the Muscarinic receptor and Mutants
Figure compare per residue contribution towards free energy in (a) QNB-bound mus-
carinic receptor/allosteric ligand and modulator bound receptor (MQT)/allosteric
ligand bound receptor (MQS) (b)MQS/MQT/ASN419D (c) MQS/MQT/THR190A
and (d) MQS/MQT/SER210Y.
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4.4.2 Significant Long-Range Correlations in Muscarinic Re-
ceptor is Identified using Mutual Information from MD
simulation
Mutual information study was used to analyze unbiased MD simulation of mus-
carinic receptor. We analyzed correlations between residues in muscarinic receptor
to reveal cooperative sites. Mutual information also helped in exploring correlations
between in ligand modulator bound receptor and mutants.
Mutual information calculation for each pair of residue involved calculation
of φ, ψ, χ1, χ2 torsion angles in our simulations of muscarinic receptor and mutants.
Metric for measuring mutual information is kT, due to the relationship between mu-
tual information and entropy which is further related to binding free energy. sig-
nificant mutual information was identified between small subset pair of residue in
receptor and mutants.
In the THR190A mutant strong correlation exist to the intracellular regions of
TM3-TM5 is strongly correlated. DRY motif, which is responsible for receptor activa-
tion and G-protein binding is correlated with the intracellular region of TM5 S2105.62,
V2045.56. Intracellular region of TM6-TM7 strongly correlation with allosteric mod-
ulator binding site TM4-TM7-ECL2 regions consolidate the long distance signaling
between G-protein coupling site and allosteric binding site.(Fig 4.6b).
Compared to wild type in THR190A mutant there is significant loss in the
correlation between the connector region, which is region between ligand binding and
G-protein coupling site region in muscarinic receptor [22]. In the wild type extracel-
lular side where agonist modulator bind is very strongly coupled.Residue from ECL2
(Arg169),TM5(ALA1845.37)-TM7(VAL4217.33, ILE4317.49) is strongly coupled with
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intracellular region of TM5 (PHE1885.41, ARG2115.63), TM6 PHE4126.60 and to the
connector region signifies the strong allosteric signaling in receptor.(Fig 4.6b,4.7a).
This finding explain the change in allosteric modulation between the mutant and wild
type and emerging of new allosteric correlation in mutant.
In SER210Y mutant the intracellular region of TM5 -TM6-TM7 is strongly
correlated and extracellular regions of allosteric binding site and G-protein cou-
pling site is connected via ECL2-TM5-TM6-TM7 correlation of residue ASN4447.57,
LEU3936.41, ARG2115.63. In the connector region the G-protein-coupling sites and
ligand-binding has very weak correlation between TM3 and TM5 via the Val1113.40
Pro1985.50 interaction. (Fig. 4.6d). The difference in the correlation between residue
pairs in SER210Y mutant and wild type reveals that though there exhibit the al-
losteric communication and long distance correlation between the ligand binding site
and G-protein coupling site, the path of these allosteric modulation varies significantly
compared to wild type.
In ASN419D there is significant loss in correlation among the residue pairs
and number of weak correlation increased in the and the receptor. Despite significant
loss in significant correlation the allosteric communication of extracellular binding
site to intracellular region is mainly carried out through strong coupling of ECL2
loops (PHE181P, SER182, GLN179, PHE181, SER182),TM7 (TYR4267.38 and TM5
(ILE3975.45) residue is correlated and the intracellular regions TM5 (SER2105.62),
TM7 (ALA4417.54). These loss in correlation between the residue pair corresponding
to ligand binding site and G-protein coupling site highlights the importance of role of
ECL-2 in allosteric communication which is responsible for propagating the allosteric
modulation in mutant receptor.
These allosetric behavior is consistent with thermodynamic considerations in
G-protein coupled receptors, where conformational changes in ligand binding site or in
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G-protein coupling site serves in optimizing allosteric coupling between distant sites
in receptor. These allosteric coupling mostly are long distant signaling and mostly
constitute by network of residue that doesn’t require linking of the sites [45]. Since
for residues’ self-fluctuations mutual information are not normalized, is the reason
why regions of ECL2,ICL1 and flexible residues connecting transmembrane regions,
in some cases showed couplings 〉 kT while intervening and regions of transmembrane
helical residues did not.
Our current approach using mutual information in thermodynamic ensembles
identifies correlations between the functional sites in the receptor. Mechanism on how
these changes in the mutant, indirectly mediate these correlation is beyond the scope




(c) ASN419D (d) SER210Y
Figure 4.6: Correlated motions is revealed between residues in the intracellular G-
protein-coupling sites and in extracellular regions of ligand-binding of the muscarinic
receptor and mutants bounded to allosteric ligand and modulator.
Figure above is a dynamic map of muscarinic receptor and its mutant.The correlation
strength between residues’ pair is color coded and represent cross-correlations for the
ligand and modulator bounded muscarinic receptor and mutants. Residues in the
transmembrane helix (TM1 to TM7) and in helices H8 are depicted by red bars on
the top and right. The red box indicates the long range coupling between the ligand
binding site and G-protein binding site.
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4.4.3 Mutual Information Based Network Reveals Differen-
tial Sites for Allosteric Network
Allosteric network and identifying residues that are crucial for the information
flow in the receptor is important as it can help in identifying the therapeutic targets
and potential drugabble sites. Targeting allosteric site can cause shape or flexibility
changes at distant site which can help in characterizing desired clinical response. Iden-
tifying allosteric sites can also help in determining potential druggable site in terms
of identifying the interaction of ligand with therapeutic modulator and determining
better fit and hydrophobicity for small therapeutic drug like small molecules.
Our mutual information based network is aimed to predict residues and func-
tional site that on perturbation have better chance in altering conformation and
dynamics of the receptor. Our analysis aim to identify set of residues crucial for
correlations between functional sites in receptor. Network based on residue pair with
greater than kt correlation in muscarinic receptor bound to ligand and muscarinic
receptor identifies helps in identifying such sites.
In this Mutual information based network we found the functional hubs in
receptor whose interaction among themselves is greater than average number of in-
teraction. Based on previous protein interaction networks, we hypothesized these
functional hubs could act either as potential allosteric site or can act as mediators
responsible for allosteric modulation by affecting other sites. In muscarinic receptor
the set of residues that are potential allosteric hotspots(Fig. 4.7) lie majorly in intra-
cellular region of TM2-TM4-ICL2 and H8-TM5-TM7 near the G-protein coupling site
and allosteric modulator perturbing these site can modulate the receptor biogenesis.
Allosteric communication in THR190A mutant is different compared to wild
type. The hotspot identified in THR190A mutant is based on mutual information
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network is primary located near the G-protein binding pocket. Binding of allosteric
ligand stabilizes the G-protein coupled site and hence the receptor. Because the
mutual information between two torsion angles in allosteric binding pocket and G-
protein coupling site is greater than self-entropies of the residues it forms the core of
the dynamic allosteric exchange.Fig. 4.7d
Other mutants ASN419D, SER201Y identifies the possible hotspots in the
muscarinic receptor for the allosteric interaction. While the ASN419 identifies the
ECL2 and extracellular TM7 residues sites as allosteric signatures, in SER201Y mu-
tant the potential hotspot of allosteric site primarily composed of the residue in the in-
tracellular regions of the receptor around the G-protein Coupling site Fig. 4.7c, 4.7b.
These pairwise couplings was used to identify putative allosteric sites in recep-
tor also highlights the differential cluster arises in the mutant and how the correlations
between residue changes in mutant clusters. While the residues involved in the al-
losteric pipelines in wild type agonist and modulator bound receptor is distinctly
different compared with the other three mentioned mutatnts, they all involve pipeline
connecting set of residues from allosteric bindsite to the connector region to the G-
protein coupling site . In the wild type active state, the extracellular domain forms
formed by ECL2-TM3 recognizes the ligand-modulator. We also observed that in the
wild type the allosteric communication near the connector region involve TM5 re-
gion Arg2115.63 that allosterically communicates with TM6-TM7 via PHE4126.6 and
NPxxY motif ASN4367.49 which leads to distortion and significant displacement of
TM3-TM6 helix in the receptor. Similar set of allosteric communication was iden-
tified in previous trajectory of muscarinic, which observed communication network
involving TM3-TM5 and TM6-TM7 residues. Similar to our identified communica-
tion network pathway, beta-2 adrenergic receptor also have allosteric network found
involving TYR2195.58 and MET2796.41 , and PRO2115.50ILE1213.40. . Besides extra-
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cellular regions, ARG2115.63 and ARG3876.35, VAL1113.4 forms a connector residue
in our allosteric communication pipeline that receives the signal from the orthosteric
site. Thus, our results correlate with previous simulation results. Also, site-directed
mutagenesis study reveals that mutation that the interaction of Y2065.58 with TM6
motif is critical for G-protein selectivity [43].
Comparing the changes brought in the inner G-protein coupling site by the
above three mutants suggest the allosteric pertubation by drug molecule on allosteric
binding site could help in potential regulation of receptor biogenesis.
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(a) 4MQT
(b) SER210Y (c) ASN419D
(d) THR190A
Figure 4.7: Mutual Information network for ligand bounded muscarinic receptor and
in mutants
Figure shows mutual information network (A) Receptor bounded to ligand- modula-
tor. (B) SER210Y mutant (C) ASN419D mutant. (D) THR190A
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4.4.4 Conclusion
The allosteric communication pathways lead to coordinated motion between
ligand binding site and distant regions of the G-protein complexes. These pathways
are highly degenerate and few nodes termed as critical node that occur at inter-
community junctions is responsible for information flow within the receptor complex.
The protein residue nodes that are part of major number of suboptimal paths between
G-protein coupling site and ligand binding site of receptor are predicted to play critical
role in allostery.
The community network analysis based on correlation residue motion and net-
work based on mutual information between the residue pair facilitated coarse-graining
of protein network and help towards understanding allosteric bias in muscarinic re-
ceptor. These approaches can be used to compare muscarinic receptor with mutants
which are topologically similar to further understand function reorganization and
information flow in complex. Our studies of the dynamical networks in GPCRs pro-
vides several metrics for comparing the allosteric signaling in GPCRs and in mutant
systems.
On comparing the the allosteric network of mutants and wild type we found
that there is significant difference between the allosteric bounded form and the mu-
tants. While in the wild type, the allosteric modulation is via intracellular region of
TM2-TM4-ICL2 and H8-TM5-TM7 near the G-protein coupling site, in the mutants
the information flow varies ranging from network primarily near the G-protein binding
pocket. In THR190A, regions of ECL2 and extracellular TM7 residues in ASN419D
to intracellular part around the G-protein Coupling site in SER201Y. Our studies
also reveal that ligand induce changes in the receptor are primarily carried our via
residue 2.62 ,2.64, W2504.57, ALA5.47, 6.51, 6.54, 6.58, 7.34. Besides these residues in-
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teractions between receptor and ligand.modulator also involve ECL-2 loops residues,
3.36,3.37, 7.38. These above mentioned residues, we termed as allosteric signatures
towards allosteric bias as they are responsible for allosteric bias in the signaling.
Our community network analysis explained the changes in observed binding
affinity of mutants compared to wild-type. As reported ASN419 when mutated to
Aspartate have higher affinity towards allosteric ligand than asparagine is also via
our network analysis where network 65% reorganizes itself while in THR190A mutant
little decrease in the binding affinity of mutants towards allosteric modulator network
50% reorganizes and SER210Y where mutant results in 15 fold increase in binding
affinity towards allosteric ligand and modulator has 60% reorganization. Our finding
also led us conclude that mutation in the receptor lead to wide range of changes in
the allosteric communication compared to the wild type receptor. There is decrease
in correlated residue motion which are involved in wild type allosteric pathway and




Allosteric modulation of GPCR is key towards developing novel therapeutic
agent that will help in controlling biological process associated with GPCRs [38]. Due
to the ease of access of allosteric site compared to the orthosteric site it offers itself as
great prospect for potential dug target with increase specificity and by binding to less
conserved part of receptor interface [12]. Due to largely existing problems with GPCR
crystallization, in-silico structure approach towards understanding allostery makes
drug development an existing challenge [81]. Challenges in crystallization of GPCRs
complexed with agonist have created opportunity for computational approaches using
currently available recent structures, to understand allostery and identify druggable
site that can modulate receptor binding and modulate signaling . In this work, we are
focused to understand allostery in GPCRs and to map the residues in the receptor
that are critical for information flow in the receptor. Many of the allosteric modulators
plays role in activation without the direct contact with G-protein site or orthosteric
binding site. These allosteric modulators could affect activation is by interacting with
the residues that mediate allosteric communication between the orthosteric binding
site and the G-protein coupling site [12]. Mapping of these allosteric communication
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pathways in GPCRs would provide insights into allostery and drug discovery.
Molecular dynamic simulations,in which system follows Newton’s equation of
motion has been used to study interactions between atoms and it can help in con-
structing physical models using molecular mechanics force fields [53]. MD simulation
provides unique strength of describing of bio molecules on timescales that can range
from the femtosecond (fs) to the millisecond (ms) and provide atom-scale view for
both the biomolecules and the solvent. MD simulation over the last two decades has
helped in development of multiscale models for complex chemical systems and been
critical in structural biology and protein science by providing computational micro-
scope for proteins and their complexes. Other approaches to study allostery involves
focusing on vibrations of protein around minimized static conformation of receptor,
usually often through coarse-grained approach of normal mode analysis. Normal mode
analysis is an approach to calculate effects of perturbation on allostery and analyze
residue clusters critical for allosteric process [2]. These effects can be evaluated by
studying structures trapped in different states of multiple possible conformation [2].
Protein structure, its topology and dynamics of proteins has been described
using network paradigm, extensively [2, 67, 45]. The intramolecular non-covalent
interactions in a protein collectively represented in the form of a network and these
network can be crucial in determining physical communication and studying strength
of interaction. Network is represented where the residues are the nodes of the is
connected by edges that depend on their interaction strength. Several methods have
been used to identify networks and paths of communication in receptor ensembles,
collected through molecular dynamic simulations. Metrics like linear correlation and
mutual information between the residue pairs to estimate interaction strength and
to trace long distant communication in protein has been coupled to analyze these
thermodynamic ensemble. Approach like Principal component analysis (PCA) is also
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helpful in yielding a set of eigen vectors to represent non-redundant set of motions
from the MD trajectory for a set of selected atoms. PCA helps in determine the
observed equilibrium conformational fluctuations resemble the fluctuation between
during allosteric fluctuation of receptor.
Our study with Cannabinoid focused on understanding the ligand specific in-
teraction in CB1 . CB1 is used as allosteric models to understand signaling and
activation mechanisms of GPCRs. We employed molecular dynamic simulation cou-
pled with network analysis to reveal different ligands can interact with G-protein
coupling site using different allosteric pathway. Our community network analysis
was derived from running molecular dynamic simulation on CB1 revealed dynamic
allosteric network. Studying these network elucidated correlated motion between
G-protein Coupling site and ligand binding site in CB1.
Coupled with previous experimental studies our study also incorporated nor-
mal mode analysis and Molecular dynamic simulation to highlights dynamic allosteric
communication pathways and sub networks of residues that are critical for the pres-
ence of receptor activity in CB1.
Our studies with normal mode in CB1 highlights the interaction involving
L1755.51, L1745.50 and Y1825.58 with G833.31 and interaction of Y1825.58 and M1835.59
with multiple TM3 contacts and interaction of TM4 residues L1404.61, P1394.6 C1264.47
with TM3 connector regions as crucial local interaction. These interactions are trans-
lated into larger helical movement and most likely responsible for receptor biogenesis.
Based on our findings, residues from TM3 (3.50, 3.53, 3.54), TM5( 5.61, 5.64,
5.65), TM6(6.26, 6.29, 6.32, 6.33, 6.36, 6.37, 6.40) form the communication pathway
to transmit allosteric signal between allosteric binding site and G-protein coupling site
in the CB1 receptor. These sub networks and communication pathway can be further
crucial to understand allosteric biases in CB1. Having identified a series of potential
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allosteric communication, this work will serve as a springboard for structure and
fragment-based lead identification methods. Virtual screening of existing drug-like
compound libraries for potential high-affinity ligands for allosteric binding pocket and
G-protein coupling site can be assayed for identifying binding and allosteric activity.
Other approaches can include designing of novel compounds using the poses
of docked probe molecules and performing fragment-based techniques to look for
potential therapeutic agent. Probe molecule can be grown into high-affinity small
molecules that have potential to interact with further GPCR residues for maximum
specificity.
Availability of muscarinic receptor crystal structures bounded to agonist, in-
verse agonist and agonist-modulator has provided support to understand allostery and
allosteric interaction in GPCR as well explore communication pathway that trigger
variable signaling response in the same receptor. Our study using the structural infor-
mation from muscarinic receptor in bounded and unbounded sate revealed allosteric
pathway. we analyzed molecular dynamic simulations, and the cross correlation of
residue motions to explore the interaction of receptors with allosteric ligand and mod-
ulator LY2119620 and how binding modulate essential structural interactions that are
critical for the allosteric mechanism. Our finding suggest theses allosteric communica-
tion involve rearrangements of flexible ECL2 and the aromatic face to face interaction
hydrophobic region at the modulator and hydrophobic interaction of transmembrane
2 residues near allosteric site, ionic interactions near the G-protein coupling site ,
including residues in the TM5 and the TM6 helices in muscarinic receptor , and in
the TM3 in re as well as hydrogen bonding between the Tm6 residues with agonist
and the TM3-TM6-TM6 residues adjacent to the agonist binding site.
The entropically driven modulator binding enhances the inter domain motion
in TM3-TM6-TM7 of the receptor. During the receptor activation intracellular region
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of the receptor-ligand complex remaining significantly more closed compared to ex-
tracellular region while in apo-form these motions are found to be significantly much
less. These extracellular binding of ligand induced motion in GPCR results in pro-
tein motions partially promoting the change in molecular switch is mainly responsible
for allosteric transition from inactive state to the allosterically active receptor. Using
configuration entropy coupled with hierarchical clusters we the proposed allosteric sig-
natures provides information that is crucial for the design of small molecules. These
molecules can further can further interact with allosteric ligands and can modulates
the allosteric signal propagation of GRPCR. These allosteric communication is me-
diated via conformation changes and reorganization of contacts among the residues
in receptor. Although orthosteric binding have been potential drug target G-protein
Coupled Receptor (GPCR), ease of targeting allosteric sites in GPCRS makes al-
losteric modulation by ligands in these sites interesting candidates for better receptor
selectivity and improved binding affinity.
To identify allosteric ligand-selective signaling bias and site in receptor that
contribute towards allosteric modulation receptor , we studied role of mutants in or-
thosteric and allosteric site in M2 muscarinic acetylcholine receptors. Our studies
combined atomistic molecular dynamic simulation coupled with analysis of change in
torsion angles and correlation between residue pair. These metric not only helped
in estimation configuration entropy of thermodynamic ensemble in different receptor
state but also helped in allosteric hotspot that are responsible for allosteric modu-
lation. We elucidated the allosteric communication pathways in receptor is primary
a coordinated correlated motion between binding site of ligand/modulator and re-
gions in G-protein coupling site that are distant from these allosteric bindings. These
communication pipelines are highly degenerate and few nodes termed as critical node
that occur at inter-community junctions is responsible for information flow within the
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receptor complex. Our finding identified single amino acid residues, such as Arg169 of
ECL2 loop, R2115.63, F4126.6, I4357.48 and K491.58 plays crucial part in the allosteric
modulation and forms allosteric communication pipeline in the receptor. Our finding
also suggest the critical nodes participate in the number of the sub-optimal paths
between the ligand binding site and G-protein coupling site of receptor and predicted
to play critical role in allostery.
Our studies of the dynamical networks in GPCRs provides several metrics for
comparing the allosteric signaling in GPCRs and in mutant systems. Community
network like approach compares muscarinic receptor with mutants which are topo-
logically similar to further understand function reorganization and information flow
in complex. The community network analysis based on correlation residue motion
and allosteric network based on mutual information between the residue pair provides
a coarse-grained view of the network. We used community network analysis as one of
the metric to develop understanding allosteric bias in muscarinic receptor. Mutational
studies on muscarinic receptor led us to conclude that mutation of functional residues
lead to wide range of changes in the allosteric communication compared to the wild
type receptor. Mutation of ASN419, which when mutated to Aspartate have higher
affinity towards allosteric ligand than asparagine lead to reorganization of network
and 65% of network reorganizes itself. While in THR190A mutant which has been
reported to cause little decrease in the binding affinity of mutants also reorganizes
50%. SER210Y mutant which has been reported to cause 15 fold increase in binding
affinity has 60% reorganization in community network analysis.
Our study thus not only helps in understanding activation mechanisms of
GPCRs but also explores role of allosteric clusters that are responsible for modu-
lation in GPCRs. Our studies can further be used to design of allosteric pharma-
cophores with novel activity that can control receptor biogensis and play crucial role
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in GPCR pharmacology. Identifying allosteric pipelines, will help in allosteric drug
design and will help in knitting structural and dynamical information on GPCRs with
understanding of their function.
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